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Diary Notes 2021: In reverse order so most recent posts are the first seen:

31st December 2021: New Years Eve: Sheila helping Jorja ice her cake etc. Bill posted 
the Panto to the U3A FB page. Reviewed his intention to give Melnet a miss again this 
month if 'Speed the Plough' wins, (likely at the moment), but then found an interesting 
Scottish version from the Athole Collection vie Fiddlers Companion, done! Guessing the 
Theme may be I and have some ideas for that. Bill had a good squeezy front room session
seeing if he could transfer some favourites from Melodeon to Anglo. Missed swimming 
today, the Pool programme didn't suit.

30th December 2021: Sheila helped Jorja make a cake and prep for Leah's birthday 
tomorrow. Bill: posted Harbour Lights video to U3A FB page, tomorrow the Pantaloons 
link. Also posted the Morris Carol Video and spent time on the TT tune sketches.

29th December 2021: Sheila swam. Bill swam later, in amongst the massed post 
Christmas ordinary folk. Posted Mike A's song to U3A FB page Sheila weary but spent the
evening on her sewing machine! Bill received an invitation to join Roger D's monthly Anglo
group, hopefully will not be restricted from the start! The Clopton New Year's dance is 
cancelled. INSTEP played for a few of these in past years, good fun with Phil Smith 
calling. This year it is the Hosepipe Band who are cancelled. Next week's TT tune has 
arrived, a New Year's Carol arranged by Benjamin Britten, (which will inevitably be 
dumbed down by Bill!)

28th December 2021: knoodling. Bill completed the 'morris' video and posted it to YT with
links to ESMM FB and his own. Saved the Granny's Attic tunes from Christmas Day on 
R3, they simply get better and better! Worth keeping, catch now on Sounds. Also posted a 
U3A video with Alison and Bob, separate contributions.Always a headscratcher on what 
to post and what not. Second guessing what the performer is comfortable with, Rob 
vetoed one of the Harbour Lights songs on the basis of quality, but this is a recreational 
group, and people volunteer in a concert situation, so, disasters apart, consent presumed. 
The melodeon bellows have dried out from Boxing Day. Sheila having a weary day, no 
problem. The Christmas Tree is back in the garden minus a couple of inches of root which 
was growing through the pot.Blaxhall Ship have cancelled John & Lynne Ward for New 
Years Eve, with regret but seems sensible.



27th December 2021: Sheila early with a New Year sort out, Bill swimming then back to 
begin sorting East Suffolk Morris video from yesterday. 

26th December 2021: ESMM dancing and carols, within the rules, at Pinmill Sailing Club, 
followed by a houseful of family at Bill's, food, fun and charades. Exhausting.

25th December 2021: Happy Christmas: a lazy day. Sheila visited Joe and Leah and 
their families. Fish Pie for supper. Bill knoodling, also posted Rob and Lesley's U3A vid to 
FB. "soon be over then we can join the band".

24th December 2021: RiP JD Crowe,creator of the modern bluegrass sound.Bill popped 
in on Ashley, Nat and JAsmine.Then a tramp around Woodbridge and a pre Christmas 
swim. Sheila enjoyed a family gathering and lunch, the intended walk didn't take place.

23rd December 2021: Sheila swam, took Jorja for a shopping trip and visited Isaac. Bill 
spent most of the day editing down the Pantaloonies video for upload. Video and audio 
from three cameras and about the only time in the year to tackle that level of complexity 
but good fun. Finally posted early evening on an unlisted basis so that the cast have a few 
days to watch and share their performance before it is posted publicly and on the U3A 
Folk Music Group FB page. Rob got in touch to veto a post of one of the Harbour Lights
songs from the concert Not up to snuff apparently. Not a problem. Bill had posted a video 
of Paul and Marianne's sets, also interested to research the carol which they had sourced 
from Jim Couza, composed in 1811 by (Bishop) Reginald Heber and set to a shape note
tune published in Southern Harmony in 1835.Sheila spent the evening packing presents 
for family who arrive tomorrow.

22nd December 2021: Sheila intended to swim but having cleared her windscreen of 
frost  forgot to take her kit! Bill remembered his kit and swam while Sheila had her final 
work session before Christmas. Bill spent a while on the U3A videos, Sheila scoured her I-
pad for last minute items. FOATMAD have cancelled their February Festival at 
Gainsborough. Burwell Bash is sold out, and Felixstowe Folk and Roots have cancelled 
their session on 23rd December. Consistent approaches all round then! As Bill posted for a
song a couple of years ago, 'Christams Time Will Soon be Over' (From Cold Mountain 
soundtrack).

21st December 2021: Bill posted to TT FB page sketches of 'Christmas Day i da 
Morning', also Sally Ironmonger and Brian Carter from the last U3A Concert in October, 
(given that the Winter concert is today! Sheila has had a sore foot and visited a foot clinic. 
U3A Folk Music Group Christmas get together and Ladies Panto. Originally 65 people 
were coming but after cancellations we were down to around 35. The afternoon was 
excellent fun with around 15 contributions from the floor and the Pantaloons Christmas 
show. Fish and chip supper, and the props are saved for another year.

20th December 2021: Happy Birthday Holly.  Shortest day, First day of school holidays. 
Bill swim and tidy music shelf. Sheila final prep for tomorrows concert, apparently a very 
select gathering with lots of dropouts. East Suffolk Morris confirmed for Boxing Day at 
Pinmill (so far) with the usually reluctant and generally unfit responding bullishly that they 
will be there, watch this space.

19th December 2021: Sheila panto practice, the winter concert is still going ahead, will 
anybody turn up! Bill spent some time tidying up his music folders an setting aside 
printouts for re-use in the printer, (side 2). Ironing! Watching dross on TV in background.



18th December 2021:Sheila to Gym, Bill visited Ashley Nat and Jasmine, just off for an 
appointment with StNick, Bill recorded a further TT sketch. Stumbled upon Simon Haines 
Poetry page, and Rosewood Press Ltd.

17th December 2021: Bill swim, Sheila yoga. Holly popped round for Bill to tidy up her 
computer in preparation for her forthcoming course. Bill sketched a couple of TT uploads. 
Mike S reported that 4 people played music at the Angel last evening, but understood the 
reason for Bill's absence. Bill received an indirect message from Chuck Boody, who wrote
'Midwinter Waltz' which Bill posted to this month's melnet theme. He was surprised and 
pleased, and keen to know where Bill found the tune. (Dulcimer.com).
16th December 2021: Sheila panto practice, Rob is apparently determined the show 
must go on, hence we will regard it as a priority outing. Bill rewaxed his jacket, started 
work on TT tune. Sheila working pm, Bill forgot and was noisy, slap! Pretty Grim practice 
cancelled. Bill notified Mike that not heading out to Woodbridge Angel tonight, and to Andy 
that he was correct to cancel the Duke session on Sunday.

15th December 2021: Sheila swam, now seemingly in sync with Bill’s schedule. Robert 
Plant’s band is called ‘Saving Grace’, as is Rob N’s local Tom Petty tribute band! Guess 
who might win the battle over rights to use the name. Better let Rob know. Debate over the
forthcoming ballot to elect a squire for the Morris Ring has engendered strong reaction 
within ESMM. There are local and national elements in this decision, with Emma Garland 
as one of the candidates, and the first ever woman to run. Nigel Strudwick from Devil’s 
Dyke Morris stands against her, and there is a fear that some votes may be based upon 
deep seated prejudice rather than merit. As ever, the usual suspects in the frame both 
locally and farther afield. Sheila reports mad drivers and pedestrians out and about. THere
is a new Tunesday Tuesday tune, bravo. Another press update by HMG, listen to Chris 
Whitty rather than BoJo. We will not be out and about where we don't need to!

14th December 2021: Bill reading 'The Testaments' by Margaret Atwood, Gilead is here 
already! Also managed to spill calcium chloride over himself from a high shelf, self and 
clothes rapidly washed. Steve popped round and bought some CD's , some of which Bill 
dropped loading into the car, a clumsy day. He says he will come back! Apparently another
local gig missed was Robert Plant at the Corn Exchange on Friday, poorly advertised and 
Steve managed to be seated in the seventh row next to four empty seats buying tickets 
one day in advance. The government may not be supporting live music but the booking 
venues should at least get the word out. Sheila's van has MoT test today,it 
passed.Tuesday Tunesday' : The format appears to have changed. Perhaps back to the 
various 'knoodles' series of videos instead, or maybe 'While Shepherds Watched' to the 
tune of 'Rolling Down to Old Maui' on slide guitar, bound to frighten some horses. Sunday's
'Duke of York' session is cancelled, (People wary of covid). Had a nibble on the active 
speakers but not serious, just wanted to know how low Bill would go on price. Had a Bill 
Sheila singsong.

13th December 2021: Sheila swam, Bill swam. The amplifiers were picked up, 1/2 sqm 
space cleared. East Suffolk Morris practice. Eight of us in all, lots of injured men, (not 
from Morris). Saturday's dance through town is cancelled. Plough Monday also but 
hopefully Mendlesham Church on Plough Sunday is 'on'. Boxing Day at Pinmill is 'on' at 
present but not advertised. Apparently Jethro Tull appeared at Bury Cathedral recently, 
who knew?



12th December 2021:The darkness gathers towards the longest night, two weeks until 
Christmas has passed with (hopefully) a dance out on Boxing Day, covid permitting. Steve 
has made a fair offer on a box of Bill’s CDs. Still a fair few to go, but letting go is not easy. 
Bill woke at 5.30, then slept the morning and spent most of the balance of the day chewing
up Michael Connelly’s ‘The Law of Innocence’, excellent. Bill played concertina and slide 
for about an hour, dispiriting.

11th December 2021: RIP Michael Nesmith, The Horsenecks are playing on Michael 
Hurley (aged 80)s new CD. Bill has unearthed a couple of cassettes of Bill & Sheila from 
1998 and 2000. Primitively recorded but we'll see how well a t**d buffs up. Bill visited Mary
J and gave and received family updates. Jorja and Leah came round for soup at lunch 
time. Bill posted a couple of amps which were cheap and cheerful and just taking space to 
Freecycle, now missing a hand, bite marks evident!

10th December 2021: Sheila  has wrapped the puppet theatre which is  a shared present 
to Jasmine this year. Sheila's stage, Bill's puppets. Another space in the cupboard. Bill 
swim, and picked up the holiday programme. Not promising for maintaining regular activity,
but we'll see.

9th December 2021: Sheila panto rehearsal. Bill: The fretless bass has a new home. Bill 
is hopeless at buying and selling/negotiation, so the buyer, (who was probably a dealer 
'pretending', did quite well out that naivety. Certainly not a bad deal for him, but a space in 
the cupboard and not a significant loss for Bill.  Tune session with Phil W and John T, who 
are always generous that his musicianship is pedestrian in comparison with theirs, but we 
had an enjoyable evening.

8th December 2021: Sheila working, Bill swimming. Our broadband failed last evening, 
and only returned mid morning. Bill phoned BT who indicated a major out-age, (not 
mentioned on the ‘status’ helpline last night or this morning. Eastern Angles Christmas 
Show, a regular (annual) outing. Extended premises, very impressive. Sensible restricted 
and distanced seating. This meant that the show was performed on a restricted linear 
space, NFC’s the round), and the vocal volume ranged from shouted to inaudible. The 
action was presented face on an for those at the side tv screen projection enabled the 
audience to see the front view. The first night, and usual Christmas Show tosh, good fun. 
Hopefully the jokes will bed in with time. No response to the advertised bass guitar and 
powered speakers which were posted on gumtree yesterday.

7th December 2021: Sheila swam, her 'dancing' pole was collected by courier on its way 
to a new home, also spiny mats.We seem to be having a clear out, except nobody wants 
Bill's cast offs! Holly came to lunch, very enjoyable, and we had a brief trawl through local 
charity shops after lunch.

6th December 2021: Sheila working Bill to Woodbridge and swimming. Bumped into 
Chris & Caroline, still very cautious and unsure whether to come out to Wayward Session 
next week. Bill explored Christmas music on slide guitar, seems to work. East Suffolk 
Morris, five dancers, three musicians, two observers - The first half of the evening was 
therefore devoted to jigs, Bill then held place for a couple of set dances. Sheila spent the 
evening crafting a cravat for Joe, who is dressing for a Victorian evening.

5th December 2021: Sheila walked and worked through a list of actions. Bill went to Phil
W's for a playing session.A mix of English and French music and lots of chat. Contribution 



to U3A concert is approved, with the offer of another song or tune. Chris Chibnall's 'Dr 
Who' series finished today, unintelligible tosh throughout.

4th December 2021: Bill popped to see Ashley & Jasmine, and in the afternoon played 
a lot of concertina and worked on a U3A Christmas song and Christmas Card Tune, Sheila
visited a friend, we tried the song, ok, but Bill has over-arranged and may take a while to 
internalise, (sounds simple but....).

3rd December 2021: dank and wet, Bill almost stayed in bed. He played concertina for an 
hour or so before swimming.  Serendipity that ‘Concertina World’ arrived an hour later. Lots
of local interest, Paul McCann is heavily involved with the International Concertina 
Association and in this issue engages with Sue Cubbin, Anahata and Mary Humphries 
about tune collections with comparisons of the same tune from different sources. While 
Anahata and Mary now live in northern wilds, their local contribution while in East Anglia 
was strong and endures. Sheila went to Yoga.

2nd December 2021: Sheila: swimming then Panto practice and out to lunch with a 
friend. Bill started on TT tunes, and thinking about Melnet . 'Flatworld' from 2015 is not 
repeatable, (Bill had forgotten he could play like that! ), but an updated version may 
emerge!  Christmas and winter :Theme of the month , Bill posted 'Midwinter Waltz' by 
Chuck Boody, a Minnesotan dulcimer player. Due to be out playing music with Phil and 
John T this evening. Cancelled due to Covid contact in the(ir) household. George 
Sansome is selling his Martin Guitar, staple instrument to date. Enjoying his Fylde Orsino 
and has ordered a Falstaff.

1st December 2021: Rabbits: Sheila working and sorting out business accounts, Bill 
swam. Decided not to engage with Melnet TotM , a repeat, and the world doesn't need 
another bastardised version of 'Flatworld'. The first response simply referred back to the 
initial TotM entry with, 'I can't think what else to do with it'. Ditto. The tune is overworked 
and overexposed anyway. Andy Cutting tells how he was in a session where it was being 
played, corrected the lead player who was insistent that Andy was wrong, and that his 
version was accurate. Andy, unrecognised,  gave up. Christmas and Winter are this 
month's theme, again. What with finding a Christmas entry for U3A and for Melnet Bill's 
Grinch is severely externally challenged! Fortunately seasonal material is taboo in his 
favourite sessions. Steve Dickinson rang and it was great to have a comptehensive catch
up ranging life, the universe and all. Everyman Folk Club is on hold until the spring when 
prebooking and proof of LFT will be required for admission. Steve and Mary share Bill's 
scepticism about public safety and the relaxed approach which is being fostered by fools in
high places. We are less locked down some, but still very cautious. (Bill's new concertina 
is now a work in progress). The new TT tune is a Scottish Bm reel, 'The Ale is Dear' aka 
Lady Margaret Stewart. Not yet started on that, the day has flown.

30th November 2021: Sheila swam ad baked a cake. Bill finished his current bedside 
book. U3A : Half Moon Walton upon warning of limited space, and omnicron? we had 
about 20 singers and players and an excellent afternoon's entertainment. Bill posted this 
week's Tunesday Tuesday Tune to FB, The Strayaway Child.  Thank you Richard/Tracey 
for the dots to 'KP's' etc, 'Pixie Band' tunes which have now apparently travelled full circle 
back to Bill, who has no recollection of setting the journey in motion! 

29th November 2021: Sheila work meeting. Bill swim and a wander around Woodbridge. 
The new Melnet poll for TotM has a couple of repeats. The idea seems to be flagging at 
the moment. Thank heavens for Tunesday Tuesdays.  East Suffolk Morris: slightly 



depleted at practice tonight. An evident reluctance to plan future 'dance outs' based on a 
lack of confidence that a side can be raised. Nonetheless a positive evening for the nine 
dancers and two musicians who did turn out.

28th November 2021: Sheila went for a long walk. Bill enjoyed listening to Neil 
Gayman’s selection on Desert Island Discs. Bill edited his video of PG dancing last night 
and posted to the PG members FB. (Private site, not shareable, May repost if admins don’t
share). Fascinating extended documentary on bbc4 about a couple of artists in video 
covering their careers from late fifties to date. Currently “rediscovered” and now curated in 
galleries worldwide. Worth a couple of hours of downtime , and great fun to observe 
transition from mass naked parties in New York on the Warhol fringe, through an elderly 
couple, (project to die with a million dollar debt), in an unmortgagable house in Santa Fe, 
to a life as the darlings of the modern art world. (Their house is even messier than ours!).

27th November 2021: Sheila gym, Bill still wrestling with TV, now understanding why 
when we looked at it it was run from a firestick! We are out to a PG party this evening so 
each managed a negative lateral flow test as requested. Bill visited Ashley/Nat and 
Jasmine. The evening party was fun. Probably the first time that Bill has ‘engaged’ in a 
barn dance for a decade. Harbour Lights Band provided the music. A seven piece band, 
three melody lead instruments. Pam Ross calling. Good to catch up with Ron, and hear 
the story of his Lachenal concertina bought for Ł27.50 thirty years ago and retuned from 
Bb/F to D/G by Steve Dickinson.

26th November 2021: a strange day: Sheila: Zoom meeting, prop painting and found a 
'large' tv on gumtree which we bought, only to found that when it tunes it omits channels 
found by our existing set up. All sorts of menu adjustments  attempted to no avail, 
(including 'phone a friend), so workarounds will have to suffice. Bill: swam and wrestled 
with the new TV.

25th November 2021: Sheila swim and panto practice, Bill started work on TT 6 part jig, 
not difficult to play, simply maintaining concentration! Sheila painting a new backdrop for 
the panto then to Pretty Grim practice. The Melodeon.net poll for next month is out, not 
particularly exciting.

24th November 2021: Sheila working. Bill swim, tinkered with the new TT tune, a six part 
jig! Zoom singaround. Full house and three times round. Very enjoyable. Sorry to her that 
Woodside Morris have hung up their bells and closed the side down, (looked to have a 
similar profile to East Suffolk!)

23rd November 2021: Bill & Sheila to chiropracter. Bill posted scratchy sketches to 
Tunesday Tuesday. We played a few tunes together.

22nd November 2021: Phil W suggesting a musical meet up with John T this week. An 
enjoyable prospect. East Suffolk Morris Practice: no diversions and a constructive 
evening. Working up the Border repertoire, (trad, not street theatre), thought Folkus might 
be interested but Rob says their slots are booked through 2021/22, maybe next year. Will 
the side still be here? A significant local loss if not but ........

21st November 2021. Another slow day. A walk on the heath.  Duke of York ‘session’ well
attended, over a dozen singers and players in competition. Could realistically divide into a 
separate vocal and instrumental session, which to attend (or not)? A couple of strong 



singers in the mix,  both Phil and Rob have mentioned seeking ‘music’ sessions. This not 
for them we think. Sheila’s violin case lock broke locking her fiddle out!

20th November 2021……..

19th November 2021: Bill swim, Sheila crafting and visiting. Bill listened to the new Alison
Krauss and Robert Plant CD. Justifiably excellent reviews. Identifiably a T Bone Burnett 
production. Also working on TT tune to see if it works on Anglo concertina. 

18th November 2021: Sheila swim and U3A ladies pants practice. The Eel’s Foot 
Thursday Session has recommenced. Very popular among locals and those prepared to 
brave the wilds at night. A bit far for us, (not sure that even Woodbridge remains within our 
radius for night activity!). Having said which Bill braved the session at the Angel in 
Woodbridge as it re-opened. Car share with Andy, and with Max who brought his guitar 
along to his first session. Nine players at peak, instrumental throughout. Great to meet up 
again. A few ‘lockdown’ tunes aired. When this session started there was an expressed 
determination that it should be a playing session, and not drift or become stale. It should 
be a ‘good listening’ session. Not sure that last night lived up to those aims, forgivable as 
the first meet up and we had the pub to ourselves for most of the evening, but worth 
bearing in mind for the future. Sheila went to Pretty Grim Morris AGM. Seems to have lost 
a job and been given another. All seems pretty formal compared to East Suffolk.

17th November 2021:Sheila working, found lots of unused vouchers which Bill then 
exchanged for a bottle of Whisky. He also picked up a couple of Classical Guitar 
tunebooks discarded by Woodbridge library, and went on to swim. The new Tunesday 
Tuesday tune is a Playford/Purcell arrangement, not yet started, tardy! Some tricky 
accidentals for the diatonic instruments.Bill asked Richard C for the dots to a couple of 
tunes which he played at U3A yesterday, he will look them out for next time. ( a lot of tunes
are discoverable on the interent, some of the best are not). Bill started thinking about the 
new TT tune during the evening.

16th November 2021: Sheila swim, and crafting, (the shed latterly engaged for activity). 
Bill is not allowed to know the relevence of various items and artefacts before the day of 
performance, after which the items go into storage in a spare room. everything from 
backcloths to a large dragons head from previous pantos. . Bill cleaning the perished 
rubberised coating from his Muvi mini video camera. Rarely used but now charged up and 
working. U3A Folk Music Group: met at the Bramford Cock, a new venue and a good 
room. An enjoyable afternoon.

15th November 2021: Bill swim and tramp around Woodbridge, found a copy of 'Slough 
House' in a charity shop, (Mick Herron). Sheila crafting. Max popped round for a cuppa, 
he had been looking for a Tascam 4 track tape machine, Bill found the one which he 
thought he had discarded. Max happy to have a go at making it work.. ESMM Morris 
practice: the road to Gosbeck was closed and having followed an interminable diversion 
for rather too long, gave up and came home. Later learnt that for various reasons 
Bob,Mike and Mick didn't make the practice, and that new member Rupert is leaving as his
knees are adversely affected by the dancing. Hey ho. The closing email in the chain says 
'Onwards and upward'!

14th November 2021: Sheila on set and props duty. Took Bill for a walk around 
Holywells Park. Bill played concertina most of the afternoon. Internet connection lost on 
the main computer. Thought would have to install a new connector, rang John B who 



talked Bill through a software fix in less than five minutes. Up and running again, (the 
computer, not Bill). Another week gone!

13th November 2021: Sheila swam and continues with prop and set manufacture. Bill 
popped to see Ashley Nat and Jasmine. Marcus, (Marcus Music) has died.We had an 
afternoon 'tune up'. Holly took Bill to theatre this evening, (spare ticket when a friend 
dropped out), Hound of the Baskervilles at the Wolsey. Very clever, troupe of three 
playing all parts in a slapstick comedy, not quite what we were expecting. In its own way 
excellent but purposeless beyond the occasional belly laugh. More concerning, a full 
house, not socially distanced and  about 98% unmasked. Fingers crossed!

12th November 2021: Sheila working on panto props and a couple of new Pretty Grim 
tunes. Also to Yoga. Bill deposited his spare pocket coppers for the year with Children in 
Need , swam, attended his booster jab appointment at Gainsborough Sports Centre, (so 
far so good). Gwendal and Paul are playing at Hadleigh Folk Club this evening. We 
would have enjoyed that, but are still completely out of practice at travelling out in the 
evening. Rob M popped round to settle up for the Yamaha 12 string guitar. Seemed happy 
with Bill's first number, all done. Mentioned the fretless bass (Westone THunder),  and pair
of (as new) powered speakers, (250W RMS/400W peak) which are also on the block at 
the moment. Fingers crossed someone might be interested.

11th November 2021: Bill sorting TT sketches, posted this week's as a YT compilation. 
The U3A Folk Music Group FB page seems to be developing a following, unprompted but
rewarding to notice. Sheila to U3A Ladies Panto rehearsal. Each to dentist pm. Sheila to 
Pretty Grim practise.

10th November 2021: Sheila working, Bill swim.Zoom singaround, five then four of us. 
An enjoyable diversion. The new TT tune is nominated.

9th November 2021: Sheila swam and attended a dentists appointment. Bill recorded 
and posted 'Herr Roloff's Farewell' to Melnet Theme of the Month, only just reached a 
saveable standard. Also posted to TT Paddy Fahey's in various forms.  Sorry to hear from 
Roy via that Paddy (Butley Oyster/Blaxhall etc) is in failing health. Roy shares our caution 
about the health risks of venturing forth at the moment. The Wednesday Zoom sing song is
on this week, (although probably not next week, when it competes for attention with 
Blaxhall Session,Mid Week Blues, and Essex Bluegrass. We'll probably stay in 
regardless).

8th November 2021: Happy Birthday Jorja: Bill swim and knoodle on tunes. TT ready to
post and Melnet done so free choice. Notice that Boudicca Morris are joining Danegeld 
this year in their annual dance out in Woodbridge for Children in Need, (13th Nov 10-12). 
Sheila off to a birthday meal with Leah, Jorja and Isaac. East Suffolk Morris practice: 
enjoyable, Rupert’s dancing coming along apace. Thaxsted Day of Dance is now open to 
female dancers musicians and sides. A significant about face.  Likely to decimate the 
hardcore morris audience but in part inevitable. The Lattice Barn and Woolpack sing-
arounds reported good attendance.  The Wayward session will clash with Lattice Barn this 
month.

7th November 2021: Sheila continues to craft, Bill recorded and posted a couple of H 
tunes for Melodeon.net Theme of the Month. Woolpack session tonight, except not 
really a session, an around the room with arch lever files. We are unlikely to turn out. RIP 
Barry Coope, died yesterday aged 67, cancer. The Wayward Session is recommencing 



at Woodbridge Angel from 18th November and third Thursday thereafter. Mainly 
instrumental session, playing together, so to our taste.

6th November 2021: Sheila walked to town to participate in  a 'green party' event at 
Christchurch Mansion. Bill knoodled . Holly had her gig at St Peters Waterfront, (we 
missed it). Never feel like going out at the moment! Mandolin players: newly discovered 
recommendations-  David Holodiloff Balkan and bluegrass, and Wayne Benson who has
some excellent tutorial videos as well as being a cracking player. 'Without Getting Killed 
or Caught' a full length documentary about the life of Guy Clarke is now available to 
stream for a fee, (a day or 3 days). There has been a long wait and build up. One of Bill's 
favourite songwriters.
 
5th November 2021: An appropriate day to blow up Parliament! Bill knoodled on TT tune 
this morning, went swimming and recorded a couple of videos after lunch, Sheila, to Yoga 
and sewing/crafting for the U3A Ladies panto and Jorja's birthday present. Notice that 
Simon Care is now running a booking agency with a stable of folk artists, (most of whom 
he has and does play music with, notably Ashley Hutchings and tendrils). 

4th November 2021:  Caution, Nextdoor app being promoted locally. While it is possible 
to manage the settings to enable a degree of privacy. Nonetheless the site is a 
marketplace for personal data and while accounts can be ‘deactivated’ they remain live but
dormant. Echoes of Facebook. The sleaze factory that ‘governs’ the uk is entrenching. 
Now a failed state with a quasi democratic process and an unashamedly corrupt ruling 
party. Business as usual. Music is a welcome diversion. The teeth will be ready this 
afternoon. PS U turn and MP resigns, too little too late but with a 23000 majority the 
establishment is unfussed. The smile is back, the teeth have been fitted. The new TT tune 
may be 'do-able' on melodeon and concertina, now just  case of time and diligence. Sheila 
missed Pretty Grim practise. Bill posted Mike Acott's concert contribution to the U3A Folk 
Group FB.

3rd November 2021: Sheila working, Bill to dentist for impressions to add a tooth 
(removed about six months ago) to his existing plate. Bill is not good with inhaling the 
petrochemicals involved, today we used 'Alginate' (seaweed based), but the hardener is 
still petropungent. Fingers crossed the perfect smile may be delivered tomorrow, if not in a 
couple of weeks. Watch this space, which shouldn't be there next time you look! Bill went 
on to swim. He started working on the new TT tune, which is in G Dorian, (effectively 
played in the F scale punctuated out of G).  Bill's head can't cope with that so we'll see 
how we go. Tried mandolin and guitar today, and may extend tomorrow to other 
instruments. TT is an excellent workout which allows no quarter for those who play 
diatonic instruments or fear accidentals. Some of the excellent multitracked submissions 
must occupy virtually the whole time between Tuesdays. Still, safer than engaging directly 
with the local session community at the moment! Inertia Reel singaround, only four of us 
this week so went round fairly swiftly and we drew stumps early. A couple of Bert Jansch 
songs on his birthday with a mix of songs, tunes and banter, (no 'banter ' paralells with 
Yorkshire Cricket Club intended!) The Lattice Barn session has started and is fortnightly on
Thursdays from tomorrow. Successor to the Golden Key (now a Sainsbury's) session.

2nd November 2021: Bill postedTT tunes.  U3A at Douglas Bader Martlesham Heath. 
Very enjoyable, and good to catch up with friends we haven’t seen for a while. Not a good 
room with lots of background noise and activity. We were offered Edgelarks tickets for the 
Froize on Sunday, but have passed on that. Various reasons, not least the new business 
model for these events and practicalities.



1st November 2021: Rabbits: Bill's Melnet TotM post appeared as scheduled. Sheila 
sorting paperwork. We had a brief run through of songs for U3A tomorrow. Bill swam. For 
Sale: Westone Thunder fretless bass guitar (black). Not sure if any readers here may 
be interested. Active/passive. Contact Bill if interested, will post to gumtree or marketplace 
if no takers. East Suffolk Morris practice: The men enjoyed dancing the Ruardean 
Greensleeves to Albert Farmer's Bonfire Dance, which is now to be forwarded to Dolphin 
Morris via Mike and Emma G!

31st October 2021: All Hallows’ Eve  when souls roam and the night comes early 
through the winter. We are hibernating already. Listened to Reg Meuross’ new cd with 
Jonas and Harbottle, Songs of Love and Death, (trad arr). We love Reg’s original material, 
but this retreads songs which have been staple folk for at least three revivals, delivering 
easy listening ‘lift music’. High production standards and execution, but….put Bill in mind 
of a Michael Chapman’s ambient period, lucrative, but it was great to see him playing with 
bite in his last years. Doubtless this will be a saleable project for festivals and extend 
Reg’s niche following, but hopefully it is an experimental aberration and normal service will
soon be resumed. Sheila finished crafting Hannah!s birthday card, Bill knoodled on 
concertina and guitar, and read Private Eye. RIP Big Pete Collins, singer and Hartley 
Morris Man, a regular contributor at Broadstairs Folk Week.

30th October 2021: Sheila to a Fiddle and Box workshop in Stowmarket for the day. Bill 
popped in on Ashley,Nat and Jasmine, knoodled on  LongOdds, the new Melnet TotM 
front runner. The next Folkus dance in November features the Hosepipe Band with caller 
Jocelyn Armitage and song spot  from Sarah Stock. Green Dragon Morris are recruiting
dancers and musicians, although they generally seem a strong side when seen dancing 
out, (three new dancers already). Sheila had been ambivalent about today's fiddle 
workshop, but thoroughly enjoyed the day, catching up with friends and enjoying Briony's 
approach to the workshop. There were about nine in the fiddle workshop, but a melange of
about 30 box players testing John K's skills!  A room full of mixed level melodeon and 
concertina players ........ 

29th October 2021: Sheila work meeting and presentation, Bill swam and played guitar 
and melodeon this afternoon. The 'also ran' for Melnet TotM is now the front runner. One 
suspects that people vote for the player rather than the tune on occasion, (Will Allen 
seems to be a favourite, and his playing is excellent), but then the voters fail to post, 
possibly as the challenge is too great!

Review: every so often a conversation, a response to a post,etc gives cause to pause 
and consider the point and ambit of this page. what are the tramlines, do they need 
review, and has there been a drift. Recently nudged, one thought was to close down or 
suspend the page for a period. It is clear there are a few people reading the posts, some 
friends, some strangers. You presumably find a value in parts of the content sufficient to 
periodically check in. Our musical life post pandemic is constrained by a sense of caution, 
and an increasing lack of interest in some aspects of the session/club culture. We enjoy 
playing to and for other people but that does not define us  or create a need to strut. The 
public posts on FB, YT and our specialised pages speak for themselves and punctuate 
where we are musically. Aspects of the daily post are an aide memoire, the diary element 
of the notes. Others are informal responses to local news whether first or second hand, 
(attributed where so), and occasionally resonses to wider social or political issues, (e.g. 
that the government has acknowledged that the forecast level of avoidable death within 
the community is an acceptable cost of conservatism, and is unchallenged on that). 



Anyway: the page will continue, reframed to a degree and perhaps within tighter 
parameters for a period until a comfortable balance is achieved, apologies to those who 
may miss some of the 'gossip', but hey ho. That was never the point. Glad to have you on 
board.

28th October 2021: Sheila swim and panto practice. Also working on a presentation for a 
work meeting tomorrow. Bill knoodling on potential melnet tune, (although there is a fast 
paced runner up so far), and started on the TT tune for next week, found a couple more to 
try, still a fair number of unpublished tunes from about a year ago, and would be good to 
keep Sh3♂ed Fb updated even though the band seems permanently dormant at the 
moment. Noticed that the Sweffling White Horse is running music again, one of our two 
gigs before lockdown closed us down. We still have material of interest and variety to offer 
but.... A spoon bass on the 'F' one row failed. Replaced and ordered some more springs 
from Charlie Marshall. The springs are 1.25 each, (and a sod to fit), but the spoons are 
over Ł20 so time well spent! Currently holding three spare spoons over six boxes so 
hopefully sufficiently stocked.  Relined one which leaked when fitted. Sheila missing Pretty
Grim practice to work on tomorrows meeting, (although Norwich Slow Tunes is also 
running tonight, as is the Steamboat session in Ipswich. Not one for Rob N as entails 
numerous arch lever files and purportedly unpracticed singers!) Bill listened to an 
extended interview with Granny's Attic on Alex Cummings Folk Radio show, 
( https://alexcummingmusic.bandcamp.com/album/folk-acoustic-show-on-wmfo-free ). Alex
lives in Boston, (USA) but returns to the UK for festival tours most summers.

27th October 2021: Sheila working, Bill slightly 'off colour' so deferred swimming. 
Watched the budget, and while wishing Keir Starmer well in isolation, Rachel Reeves 
responded on behalf of Labour in storming style. The first time in months, (years), that a 
semblance of opposition has braved the parapet! That is not to say that Rishi S has not 
purchased his succession, and a couple more terms in office on the back of it. The new TT
tune is 'The Gallowglass'. A fairly standard Irish minor jig with many slightly differing 
versions to choose from dependant on the accidental notes available!. Not easy for a non 
‘gaelic’ player to fathom. DavidT likes the potential new ESMM tune, not holding breath for
the feedback from ancient giants. 

26th October 2021: Sheila swam Bill posted TT sketches, fairly well received. Looked at 
likely Melnet TotM which is a shoe in for the new ESMM dance, (although the men may 
not agree). Sent it round anyway. 

25th October 2021: Bill: Dental hygienist and swim. Sheila: visited Tasha Toby and Lily, 
and started work on panto props. Sorry (but unsurprised) to hear that Rob N has been 
unwell for the past week.Get well soon. East Suffolk Morris practice, productive. Rupert 
is sticking with it. Phil fancies a playing session next week, Mick arranging the online sing 
around this week. Holly was on R Suffolk with the Silburys to promote Winterfest at st 
Peter’s on 6th November .

24th October 2021: still here. Lazy Sunday. Bill anomic, Sheila fed up therefore! Short 
afternoon walk.  Noticed recent posts with Harbour Lights , Briony and Ben, First Bittern, 
Shadows in the Shade, with interchangeable personnel. Motivated and (desperately) 
frenetic. 

23rd October 2021: Saturday again. Sheila returned from her walk with a puffball, which 
we ate as a part of a chinese meal for tea. Hopefully properly identified or this may be the 
final post. (A mistaken identification can kill within 24 hours, so far so good). Bill still 



processing video of the U3A concert, Sally Ironmonger and Brian Carter, two sets. Time 
being at a premium on the day, six songs in around 30+ minutes, (set 1), with intervening 
slapstick. Also posted David Cotter's contribution to the U3A FB page.

22nd October 2021: Sheila looking after Jorja for the day, swam, yoga,baking. Bill 
meanwhile worked on TT tune, and attended the memorial service for Peter Grimwade. 
Bill had worked with Peter professionally for about 30 years, but that was a small part of 
the life of an remarkable man. Felling uncertain about the covid risk but found a spot 
distanced and at the back, and missed the tea and cakes. A couple of other JPs there, 
surprised not to see SMT, but it was hard to 'clock' people behind their masks. Processing 
TT tune vids.

21st October 2021: Sheila  and went to U3A Ladies Panto practice,she alsohad her 
booster jab, (Bill's is in three weeks). Bill swam and returned in time to be available to the 
openreach engineer who failed to show during the five hour window, lots of time to 
practice TT tune and listen to Philip Henry and Hannah Martin, Edgelarks Folk on Foot 
Blog Post.. We had a Bill/Sheila tune up this evening and marvelled that Shepherds Hey, 
William and Nancy and 'The Big Ship' (sailed on the ally ally o) will fill a full day's fiddle 
workshop in a couple of weeks. We finished watching the 'Blair Brown Years'. 

20th October 2021: Sheila working, Bill collected spectacles, (about which Sheila 
unsure). New TT tune Saltarello 2: long and fiddly but do-able. we had a tune practice this 
evening. Blaxhall Ship posted a couple of videos of tonight’s session. A packed pub, good 
for business, but certainly would have generated an immediate return journey had we 
ventured forth. Also missed Essex bluegrass evening.  We tend to sit apart at the U3A 
afternoons where possible, feels safer. The local family are booked to the first night of 
Eastern Angles Christmas Show, tight on time getting there but hopefully we’ll manage.

19th October 2021: We each swam at our respective water holes. U3A Folk Music 
Group: The Dolphin Thorpeness: we overshot by about five miles on the A12. Bill had 
forgotten his guitar was detuned, so borrowed Gary's, thanks Gary. We muddled through a
few songs and tunes. Good turnout but still went round twice.Bill posted a U3A Concert 
video and a couple of very rough and ready TT s of last week's tune. Hey ho. discussed 
below. Picking up new specs tomorrow morning. Should be swimming again but-energy... 
The next U3A afternoon is on 2nd November at the Douglas Bader in Martlesham, nudge 
JG?

18th October 2021: We returned from Hunstanton. TT probably a bridge too far this week.
Bill prefers to work the challenge to the timetable rather than drift and post late. East 
Suffolk Morris practice. Just Bill and Martin on music, remaining musicians watching 
Spiers and Boden in Colchester. New member, Rupert, and new dance, Bacca Pipes 
tune. 

17th October 2021: Happy Birthday Mary J: Sheila went for a walk. Bill knoodled and 
thought about the TT tune for Tuesday. No chance to do more , on holiday. The thinking is 
the hardest part ! We went to Kings Lynn on the bus, which routed via Sandringham. An 
enjoyable day tramping the town’s historic trail and marvelling at the buildings which 
survive, (unlike Ipswich which has razed most surviving heritage buildings). Very 
impressed by a vibrant town centre, even on a wet Sunday. Also v. impressed by Lynx bus 
service, convenient and well used, even out of season. Half heartedly considered moving. 
There is a morris side, and without some inspired recruitment East Suffolk seems to be on 



a two year countdown to extinction, which would be a pity if not a local tragedy given the 
relative dearth of traditional sides in the county. Fingers crossed.

16th October 2021: Happy Birthday Angus: We took a bus to Wells, then returned via 
Holkham. Bill exhausted, Sheila energised. George Sansome tagged Bill in a guitar post 
today. Immensely flattered. Incentive to maintain sketches,and maybe extend the “guitar 
noodles” series.

15th October 2021: RIP Keith Froom : Bill knew Keith professionally and also as a 
member of East Suffolk Morris. In 1982 Keith approached Bill as a potential musician for 
an East Suffolk trip to Europe. Bill was playing for and dancing with Wolsey Folk at that 
time. Keith suggested that Bill come along to East Suffolk practices even though he 
declined the trip.The beginning of  a membership which has lasted to date. When Keith 
ceased practice as a solicitor he built a business organising bespoke trips to China. Bill 
swam, Sheila yoga prior to driving to the Norfolk coast for a weekend away. Fish and chips
for supper and a lazy evening. Might give TT a miss if insufficient time to practice.

14th October 2021: Happy Birthday Mick. Sheila swam and went to U3A Ladies Panto 
practice and gardened. Bill listened to the Grateful Dead Podcast series 4 episodes 1 & 2,
excellent. Knoodling on TT tune. Will never reach 'mad Irish' pace but strong enough to 
survive interpretation.  RIP Warner Williams Piedmont guitarist.

13th October 2021: We didn't get to Rab Noakes, possibly just as well judging by the 
video posted by Two Sisters! Sheila working, Bill had a tramp around Woodbridge then 
swam. Functioning at about 80% of a normally poor normal at the moment. The new TT 
tune is excellent if a little fast for Bill, (Smash the 'Frog Against the Sofa', frog as in fiddle.) 
Not much time to work it up as we are busy this weekend. Inertia Reel singaround, very 
pleasant after  a few weeks break. (To be followed by a few more as folks are out and 
partying as the music gigs open up). Internet up and down but maintained the Zoom 
session.

12th October 2021: TT sketches uploaded. There will be an online singaround tomorrow. 
Sheila swim. BT Engineer found no fault in the house, changed the hub saying they are 
not built to last more than three years at most! Fault remains, next stop OpenReach to 
check the outside cabling. Confirmed that commercial customers take priority, and 
effectively if we can't fix it you can leave without penalty. No wonder Boris says 'f**k 
business'. Fingers crossed. RIP Paddy Moloney. Stephen Foster rang to alert us to a Rab
Noakes concert tomorrow at the Two Sisters Arts Centre in Trimley at 12 noon. Bill has 
posted a link and details on his FB page. Internet still a nightmare.

11th October 2021: Sheila gardening. Bill swim. East Suffolk Morris Feast and AGM: 
an interesting evening. Twenty two men present, Mike Garland as squire for the next two 
years, Dave Penny continues as Bagman jointly with Mick Reeve. Some interesting and 
challenging exchanges, as is often the way on these occasions. Practice nights begin next 
week, 18th, at Gosbeck Village Hall between 8 and 9.30 pm. Any men, (it is a men’s side), 
who may be interested in dancing Cotswold Morris, (Border Morris around Christmas) 
please turn up. East Suffolk have members with a wealth of dance experience to share 
and pass on to a younger generation, or existing dancers who may feel like moving on 
from ‘street dance’ or 'molly' with a friendly bunch of enthusiasts. Our dancing area ranges 
throughout Suffolk, but mainly around a Bury/Ipswich/Deben axis. Bill was honoured to 
receive the Squire’s award for his contribution through the year, (he looks after a tankard 
for a year with his name fresh on a list of recipients dating back to 1979. He has been a 



member since 1982 so most of the names are of familiar friends and members of East 
Suffolk past and present). Bill posted a highly political skit on ‘How Can a Poor Man Stand 
Such Times and Live’ to YT and FB, likely to make and infuriate friends in equal measure! 
TT day tomorrow, only a couple of sketches this time.

10th October 2021: Broadband still playing up quite severely. The Duke Session (3rd 
Sunday), recommences next week on 17th October. Same players as the Woolpack in the 
main. We thought about going to Harwich, or Wingfield Barns. It will be some time before
we venture those distances on spec of pleasure and at risk of infection. Apparently Ipswich
has one of the highest co-vid rates in the country. Sheila popped to see Joe and family. 
Hannah has been playing Bill's old 'starter' concertina for a couple of years but is now 
looking for a 'proper' replacement. 

9th October 2021: Sheila swam, the posh pool was too warm for her taste! Bill recorded 
and posted Melnet Theme of the Month a tune by Lewis Wood from the new Granny's 
Attic 'The Brickfield' CD, (see yesterday) which met the criteria, and a couple more 
concert snippets to the U3A Folk Music FB. (had to replace a 'spoon bass' along the way. 
Ordered a (pricey) replacement from Charlie MArshall, and a spring to mend that which 
broke. Bill spent a further hour in the company of BT and an engineer is booked for 
Tuesday afternoon. Sheila visited a friend this afternoon, and Bill cycled to see Ashley Nat
and Jasmine. Bof have a new CD available to purchase, a couple of excellent sample 
tracks to stream. Blaxhall Ship have posted some in house musical offerings recorded at 
the pub on their FB page. Not sure whether promotional or cautionary at times! We didn't 
get to Harwich Shanty Festival, but one person who did, shared our previous experience 
at the event of wandering quiet streets in search of music! There must be a secret door 
into shantyland, we just didn't find it, despite excellent advance publicity.

8th October 2021: Granny's Attic new CD  'The Brickfields' out today with a launch 
tonight. An excellent all instrumental offering. Bill swam Sheila cooked a gluten free 
quiche for Holly. (came to tea). Bill knoodling on tunes for Melnet 'Theme of the Month'. 
Posted 'Harbour Lights Trio' U3A set to YT and the U3A FB page. Still not mastering TT 
tune sufficiently well. Bill spent an hour on the phone to BT about erratic broadband 
speed.

7th October 2021: Sheila swam. She is sorting photographs and has some of Black 
Schuck dance group featuring some notable characters from then and now. Bill still 
struggling with 'The Origin of the World', a great tune which Andy Cutting makes sound 
easy, but then he has been playing for French dance for decades, hardly believable to 
those who were there at the start. He taught Bill to play 'Point a Pic' in a greenhouse at 
Bruisyard Vinyard xxx years ago, where he and Chris Wood were playing  a local gig 
and East Suffolk Morris were dancing. A barely believable memory! Sheila had a work 
appointment, and took some of the sorted photos to Pretty Grim practice. Another of Bill's 
faded memories is of Justine (Badrick as she was), dancing appalachian clog on the 
stage of the Spa Pavilion at Felixstowe Folk Weekend ,the original Suffolk Folk Festival, 
(the video from Graham Potter's Archive is on Bill's YT site). Holly is coming to tea 
tomorrow, between work commitments. Bill has ordered some new spectacles which will 
arrive in a fortnight. That must be an optimistic sign, the previous pairs are six years old, 
(one pair broken and not repairable, hopefully the new ones will have at least that period 
of  utility!) 

6th October 2021: Sheila working, Bill swimming and tidying up video from yesterday's 
concert, (which will drip feed into the Suffolk U3A Folk Music Group's FB page). Also 



posted the final YT video from Peterborough , (Pig Dyke Molly). New TT tune is 'The 
Origin of the World', a mazurka by Dave Shepherd which is slowly taking shape in Bill's 
head, but has a couple of tricky runs, however it is arranged. This was a tune which was 
included in Bill's early lockdown practice sessions. A good opportunity to explore it further. 
We are watching the documentaries about the 'Blair Brown Years'. It seems clear that 
should the Labour Party survive, (in any form), it faces  a couple more terms out of office 
awaiting positive leadership and a saleable vision! A simple pity for the future of the people
of this country! Boris should have worn grease paint to deliver his conference speech 
today, the Joker prevails! (Bill suspects that his children are equally divided in their political
allegiance, so that their votes will cancel each other out, just as for Brexit). Even numbers! 
Reflecting that Rob's introduction to the Bill/Sheila spot yesterday referenced both Bards 
of the Heath and Sh3 ed. Neither band are currently active yet both have material which 
merits public performance (IBHO), hey ho ......

5th October 2021: Sheila swam.  It rained this morning U3A Traditional Music Group : 
Concert Stratford St Andrew: headlined by Sally Ironmonger & Brian Carter (excellent), 
with floor spots from the usual suspects, including us. Very enjoyable. Thank you to Rob Neale for 
persevering and maintaining a familiar schedule for the group, (and for completely over the top 
introductions!). It seems that the ladies entertainment will happen this year, Beware December 
frovility.

4th October 2021: Sheila gym, Bill Woodbridge and swim. Fills a large part of the day. 
The dates for 2022 Hadleigh French Weekend have moved by a week to 8~10 April with 
Skolvan headlining. Listened to Skolvan on Spotify, dance band becoming latin jazz, very 
good. The next Hadleigh FAC is on 12th November with Paul Riley and Gwendal Moele  
presenting chanson. They have had a floor spot previously which was excellent.

3rd October 2021: a slow Sunday, Bill finished the first book in the Louise Penny 
Gamache series, these are keepers. Cmpleted this week's TT sketches, (probably). Sue 
B rang for a chat and to pass on details of Peter Grimwade's memorial service in a couple
of weeks. We are neither of us certain whether we will be there, feels a bit like a journey 
into the past. It is a joint service for Peter and his wife. Sheila busy in garden and polishing
some tunes. Woolpack Session , an enclosed environment and singing. Friends have 
become infected without visiting such areas and after vaccination,  discretion our present 
watchword. We played a few tunes and sang at home.

2nd October 2021: a wet and rainy day. Bill had a tramp around tow, tried TT tune on 
single row for which it is entirely unsuited but a challenge. Simon T has raised the 
prospect of a Chameleonic Morris Tour next year, Herzegovina or the Orkneys! Sounds 
like fun, Bill hopes he will have the energy should it come around.

1st October 2021: Rabbits: Bill posted Melnet TotM, swam , an started working on next 
week's TT tune, so so. Sheila took Isaac to college and went to Yoga. Hadleigh FAC was 
a victim of apathy and petrol conservation, local outlets seem to be permanently dry. Rob 
serviced Sheila's car, two customers failed to make their appointments for lack of fuel so 
that he had a short day!

30th September 2021: Sheila swam and shopped. Bill finished reading a thriller about a 
'man made' pandemic, written about ten years ago, prophetic. Continued to work on 
potential TotM. Ready to go, the runner up is one of Bill's earlier posts anyway. Interesting.
Bill had to transcribe the tune from a YT video in the absence of a source, and another 



melnetter has retranscribed and transposed it from Bill's playing! The folk process in 
action. Sheila to Pretty Grim practice. Bill gave the Steamboat Session a miss, (again). 
Spent most of the evening recording. Four days and about fifty discards for five minutes of 
video! 

29th September 2021: Sheila working, and managed to re-fuel her car which had an 
empty tank. Bill swam, again travelling by bus, which was , again,as efficient as driving! 
New TT tune published, a Gregory Jolivet Schottische, do-able. The melnet front runner 
is coming, (slowly). Sheila trimming bushes with new Bosch, very effective. Calender: 
Steamboat Session tomorrow, Hadleigh FAC Friday, Woolpack Session Sunday, 
maybe we'll get to one or more, maybe not! Enjoyed watching Janine Janssen playing 
lots of Stradivari violins on Sky Arts, pretty jaw dropping. and fascinating.

28th September 2021: Sheila restripped and found places for the surplus screws on the 
printer, and is currently clearing the shed where she intends to fit a shelf! David Evans in 
touch to promote the Morris Box and Fiddlers Workshop with John Kirkpatrick and 
Briony Leech, 30th October 10am to 4.15 at the John Peel Centre in Stowmarket. Sheila
will be signing up for Briony's fiddle day, and JK has a wonderful knack of turning 
otherwise beige box players into rhythmic dynamos,(even for a few moments), which 
dancers always appreciate (and a few moments is all they need). Hopefully the day will be 
well supported. Bill posting TT tunes, and struggling with the likely Melnet TotM, 'another' 
French Mazurka! Woolpack ‘first Sunday’ session starts this week on 3rd October.

27th September 2021: Bill continued processing video. Travelled to swim on the bus, 
(conserving petrol), very effective, and as quick as Bill usualy drives! return bus was late.  
Migraine haze this afternoon, slept off. We had a run through for next Tuesday's U3A 
concert. Bill’s printer stopped working. Destined for the tip until Sheila stripped it down and
cleared a blockage. A few screws outstanding after reconstruction but holding together and
works. Posted First Class Stamp and ‘Dawn and Ray ‘ (clog) videos to YT and FB.

26th September 2021: Bill started to process video from yesterday. Holly hosted a family
meal for Ashley's birthday, and excellent get together, thank you.

25th September 20 21: Happy Birthday Ashley: Sheila at St Neots Day of Dance with 
Pretty Grim, enjoyed the day which finished early for the side, (a couple of members had 
to leave). Bill to Peterborough Morris Men's Day of Dance with East Suffolk Morris 
Men,  or the five remaining from the twelve or so who initially expressed interest! Despite 
this, and with some able support from friends we held our own and impressed, (frightened)
a few people with our aged vigour and style. Lots of videos of other people dancing, 
(particularly Pig Dyke Molly ) who even with their depleted side presented some vibrant 
dance spots. Dawn's step dancing was excellent, adjunct to Dolphin Morris, and First 
Class Stamp had many people marvelling at their energy. Thank you to Mike G for a lift. 
Returned home exhausted.

24th September 2021: Sheila, Zoom Conference, Yoga and travelling to St Neots for the 
Day of Dance tomorrow. Bill booked in for Dentist, (November), received list of Dances for 
Peterborough tomorrow from Mike G, (interesting that Pig Dyke are at Peterborough 
rather than St Neots, must have joined the Morris Ring! Always excellent and we share a 
couple of spots.)  Simon Haines posted on FB groups that he can arrange a contact  for 
tunes/music to be transcribed. Bill swim. Still knoodling on melodeon and concertina for 
TT tune. (More in hope than expectation, Andy Cutting has more accidentals and 
reversals than Bill's pressed wood GC box! He plays the tune with Topette).



23rd September 2021: Sheila swam, Bill went for a wander in Ipswich, picked up some 
books for the bedside including Louis Penny 1,2,&3. (having recently enjoyed #5. Bill 
added mandolin to TT options. Persevering with reeds but very unlikely will be ready by 
Tuesday. The tune cuts across available accidentals in a difficult way. Sheila to Pretty 
Grim practice in preparation for St Neots Day of Dance on Saturday, Bill will be at 
Peterborough Morris Meeting with East Suffolk Morris Men.

22nd September 2021: Autumn Equinox. The darkness begins.... Sheila working, Bill 
starts work on new TT tune, a Cliff Stapleton slow mazurka, not easy, one delight of TT is 
maintaining and developing acuity on the boxes. THis one is 3 flats but a modal drone 
tune. . Hadleigh Folk Club have Terence Blacker and Tom & Annie on 1st October. 
Dave Thomas at Mid Week Blues tonight. Zoom singaround , lack of quorum, off again.

21st September 2021: Sheila's pool closed so went for a walk instead, staggered back. 
Bill posted TT tunes. We had a little 'pre U3A' play and sing.U3A Westerfield Swan : an 
enjoyable afternoon. Sheila sang 'Who Will Tend the Home Place?', Bill, 'Rabbit on a log'. 
Val H posted Adrian May's personal memoir for Mick Graves, (see below). Interesting that 
people haven't twigged that the 'Nutwood Scratch Band' is a Mick and Sarah project, 
judging by the limited response to the YT post from BMN.

20th September 2021: Bill swim, (76/85). East Suffolk Morris: Battisford Punchbowl:a
reasonable turnout and a good dance stand. The acoustic evening, SOBWG were 
impatient to start. Bill thought of staying to listen but couldn't be bothered, lots of 
expensive guitars due to hit the re-sale market in about ten years. Motto: if you can't play it
on a cheapie perhaps you shouldn't play it at all. Apocryphal tales of stars picking up 
junkers and making them sing. (Also applies to melodeons, mandolins and concertinas). 

19th September 2021: We popped to Kirton White Horse to catch Rob’s band. (Rob is 
buying Bill's Yamaha Red label 12 string). Sheila’s family curry night a success. Bill 
enjoying a recent Fred Vargas novel, a touch of class amid the penny dreadfuls. 
Refreshing tunes on concertina.

18thSeptember 2021: Sheila swam, Bill added Mandola to the TT sketches. We each 
had our flu jab, 20 minutes each way, 5minutes queue, 1 minute (ouch) and out! 
Seemingly a cross town journey is now required whatever our need, the local surgery 
being restricted in its use. Bill (barely) managed a 30 minute cycle ride.

17th September 2021: Sheila continues to curry, Bill swam, working on TT tune, 
concertina, (Bb/F) to achieve Gm, still a biyt of a struggle on mandolin but that is two 
sketches bagged and tagged. Tom Hardy invited Bill to 'like' The Medlars' on FB, now a 
trio with Allie Barnes, a friend of Sheila's from olden times.Sheila working on ukelele and 
fiddle to good effect.

16th September 2021: George Sansome's project 'Queer Folk' are excellent. Sheila 
swam. Bill roughed out the new TT on guitar and melodeon, others to follow. Holly to tea 
and had a sing with Bill, while Sheila enjoyed Norwich Slow Tunes. Mango Chutney and 
Curry mae for family get together on Sunday. Phil Williams in touch about taking our tune 
playing to The Arbor House, and further afield.



15th September 2021: Happy Birthday Don Wallace: a great stager of the local folk 
scene since arriving from London decades ago, perhaps a more worthy interviewee for 
Megan’s local singers project on EATMT than some her present harvest. The various folk 
revivals of the 20th and indeed 21st century place most modern folk ‘artists’ in the ‘tin pan 
alley’ created by the development of modern communication networks. Folk is now an 
educational and career option so that traditional singers and musicians as ‘collected’ even 
as lately as by John and Katy Howson may properly be described as extinct in England. 
Their legacy is preserved and shared, that is not the same. The new description seems to 
be 'Tradition Bearers'. Sheila working, Bill swim, and shopping for the makings of Sheila's 
next project, home made mango chutney. Interesting via FB happenchance, Heather 
Bexon is a member of Meg n Mor, a dance music project which seems well established 
and plays to her strengths. The new TT tune is published, a slow strathspey. Looks like a 
challenge. No confirmation of Zoom singaround this evening so presume off, also giving 
Blaxhall Ship session and Little Bentley Bluegrass a miss. Going out in the evening 
holds little attraction nowadays, so the batopn is passed.

14th September 2021: Sheila swam, Bill posted Tuesday Tunesday sketches. This 
afternoon refreshed some songs seemingly long forgotten. This evening we had a 
Bill/Sheila playing and singing evening. We dipped into FB Home Stage which has regular
‘folk’ guests. This week Joe Holtaway, self centred and very disappointing despite a 
following and some ‘prestigious’ gigs along the way. The format seems to be a self 
promotion exercise for its regular presenter.

13th September 2021: Bill swim, Sheila much improved but risking relapse in the garden.
Roger Watson selling a couple of (once in a lifetime) melodeon. Not playing nowadays. 
Chelmsford Ladies danced out with Thaxted, Devils Dyke and Blackmore Morris over the
recent Bank Holiday. The sameThaxted MM who left the morris ring as their hard line 
approach to women, even as musicians, placed them outside the pale and ploughing their 
own furrow ever since. The Taliban of the morris world.

12th September 2021: r.I.p. Michael Chapman. Bill was introduced to Michael’s music 
while at college in 197x and continues to prefer that period’s output. Michael went through 
an ambient and silent period, latterly enjoying a career revival and appeared recently at 
FolkEast with his early music very much in evidence. We had a walk around Stonham car 
boot this morning , stretching the effectiveness of Sheila’s. recovery. Bill enjoyed and 
recommends a documentary on YT , Flamekeeper:The Michael Cleveland Story: (Validate 
Film). Surplus green tomatos  prepped for freezing. 

11th September 2021: Chutney completed and bottled. Bill solved the riddle of "Rights of
Man" on guitar, and also added mandola. Another instrument to rescue from the 'for sale' 
list! Curry night, take-away from 'Sonar Bangla' for a change. Second half for tomorrow. 
Songs are creeping into the practice repertoire so maybe the mojo is back! Bumped into 
Gareth D (former work colleague/prosecutor) at the shops, looking well. John and Jo's 
latest post a collage of a visit to Flatford, a place which also holds memories for Bill, the 
location of a 'family' outing on his first day as a single parent in 1998.

10th September 2021: Chutney making in progress despite attrition on Sheila's 
metabolism!, Bill swim, Friday is usually quiet but this was close to carnage....

9th September 2021: next week’s to tune is ‘the rights of man. Rough sketches on 
mandolin and concertina in the bag. Guitar and Melodeon may not make it before 



Tuesday. Another ‘nemesis’ tune. Rarely played and multiple versions.Sheila building up to
a big chutney making session.

8th September 2021: Sheila: first day back to work, three appointments. At least her role 
is static and seated, with the stretching amd pain between sessions. Bill went to test the 
'free' 30 minute parking in central Woodbridge, then on to swimming, a lane to himself for 
half the time. Another extended swim, (how long will the body stand the pace!) We had a 
Bill'nSheila slide and ukelele session this evening. Just waiting for promised storms, 
hopefully for the garden.

7th September 2021: Sheila taking things easy. Still fairly crocked. Roy Nichols op went 
well (so long as he takes things easy for a while). Bill posted this week's TT tune, "Bantry 
Bay" sketched in various forms. Holly to tea next Thursday and hosting a birthday lunch 
for Ashley the following weekend. U3A Black Tiles Martlesham: about forty including 
audience. Good to see everybody again, went well. Zoom singaround cancelled tomorrow 
as people away.

6th September 2021: Happy Birthday Natalie, and good luck Roy. Sheila had a 
Chiropractic appointment fortuitously booked. Stay still for a couple of days after 
manipulation the advice given, so sitting on sofa practicing jig rhythms on her ukelele, 
unlikely to make U3A tomorrow. Bill uploaded the Nutwood Scratch Band video from BMN 
19, (had to edit one song out to avoid SonyATV placing advertisements on the post. That 
may have to be a separate FB post at some stage.) Video from Los Pistoleros at 
Maverick is ready to compile and post in a day or two. Bill sampled the new programme at 
Deben pool, not time limited so managed an extended swim for which he may suffer later! 
70 lengths! East Suffolk Morris at Barham Sorrel Horse : a couple of short stands, this 
week with sufficient dancers, (phew). Next week is likely to be Battisford Punchbowl, nice 
pub, even harder to find than a couple of our recent sojourns into the wilderness. Feast 
seems to have moved back to 11th October, with practice sessions to follow from the 
subsequent week. Boudicca Morris have requested a joint dance out, we should never 
have said yes the first time, but the "then" squire was compromised into acquiescence, still
a non starter for Bill.

5th September 2021: Bill popped to Ashley's to wish Natalie Happy Birthday for 
tomorrow. Sheila still has low mobility and pain. It transpires that Briony did contact Roy 
Nicholls about her contact with the Woolpack re session. Must have been crossed wires 
in conversation . Roy has an operation tomorrow so out of action for six weeks or so. Bill 
thought of popping down out of curiosity, but by 10pm decided it was a bit late to go out on
spec.

4th September 2021: Sheila's back still very sore. We enjoyed a day at the 14th 
Maverick Festival, (our first). We caught the end of Dan Walsh's set and Kelly Bayfield. 
Other highlights were our favourites, Los Pistoleros, who were followed by Black Eyed 
Dog playing a pretty creditable 'Grateful Dead' covers set. Not easy.  We had a chat with 
STephen Foster, and bumped into Briony, who mentioned that she had arranged a 
session at 'The Woolpack' tomorrow night. So the next few days include, Sunday, ?
Woolpack session, Monday East Suffolk Morris dancing at Barham Sorrel Horse at 
7.15, Tuesday U3A Folk Music Group at the Black Tiles in Martlesham at 2.30. We came 
home when the stage on the Green closed at Easton, but it was an excellent day out, not 
sure if we could cope with a full weekend but a good day of music.



3rd September 2021: Happy Birthday Sheila: dentist, Bill swam. Sheila receiving 
birthday visits and calls. Twisted her back, in pain. First Hadleigh Folk Club evening, we 
are out tomorrow for the day. 
'
2nd September 2021: Sheila swim and collect Tibetan carpet from Sudbury, (cleaned and
repaired), also visiting a friend. Bill recorded more Tuesday Tunesday sketches. Rob 
Mead serviced & mot'd car, then got stuck in oil spill traffic at Felixstowe, so arrived back 
at about 10pm. He has  borrowed the twelve string to have a run out in his band, (Tom 
Petty tribute band), playing at Kirton White Horse on 19th September at 3pm. The pub 
has changed hands and built a staged auditorium at the back. Apparently looking for 
bands to play. Bill played slide this afternoon, added a new song to the list, ('How Can a 
Poor Man Stand Such Times and Live') politically apposite to the times. Looking for a 
suitably depressing apocalyptic ditty to reflect the 'end of days' through which we appear to
be living!.

1st September 2021: Sheila spent the day with Jorja including maths puzzles, 
blackberrying,swimming etc. Bill swam, penultimate safe booked session. As of next week
unlimited attendance at longer sessions on a pay at the door basis. Also posted Melnet 
TotM and Theme of the Month videos, and started work on the new Tuesday Tunesday 
tune. Private Eye arrived, as usual about half way through the last one. MoT tomorrow. 
Tickets for Maverick on Saturday arrived., (Dipping a toe).

31st August 2021: Sheila swam, went to the dentist and had her car mot'd. Bill posted 
Tunesday Tuesday sketches, prepped Melnet TotM video, and spent time on slide guitar 
with new ceramic slide, (which is not as good to use as his existing porcelain slide , but 
hey ho).

30th August 2021: Bill swim, Sheila catching up on sleep and baled out of Pretty Grim 
dance out at Reydon. Bill knoodling on potential melnet TotM. A weird one..

29thAugust 2021: a.m to Sibton Abbey which was open to the public for the first time in 
twenty years for a short, (90 minute), service and picnic. We then went on to Tracey and 
Megan Wisdom’s musical garden party which was very enjoyable catching up with 
musical friends. Great vegetarian chilli.

28th August 2021: Sheila swim. In the afternoon we joined East Suffolk Morris at Fullers 
Mill gardens prior to the side dancing at Bury Beer Festival. We dropped off after Fullers 
Mill, just as well. The men finished dancing at 7.30, and with free beer on offer, left the 
event at 10.30!

27th August 2021: Bill swim, Sheila went fro a walk and found blackberries and 
elderberries so returned with car and bowl but was then in a picking queue. There is a 
Mind Body Spirit Fair in Woodbridge in a couple of weeks, guessing John & Jo may be 
asked to play an acoustic set. Bill added a concertina version to this week's TT.

26th August 2021: Sheila swim. We booked Maverick Festival for the Saturday. Bill 
worked on next week's TT submission. We had an abortive trip to Kirton in search of 
blackberries. Sheila to Pretty Grim practice.

25th August 2021: Bill to town and dentist, swam pm. The baths hall, (where Led 
Zeppelin played in Ipswich, Bill was there), may become a music venue again. Sheila  
suffering from lack of sleep.



24th August 2021: RIP Charlie Watts, Sheila swam, Bill posted his TT sketches of 'The 
Grey Owl' to FB and YT. Worked on slide sketches, had a play with Sheila on her fiddle. 
We went for a walk this afternoon, hopefully to help Bill's leg strength and Sheila's sleep 
pattern.

23rd August 2021: Sheila recovering from FolkEast and clearing the van. Bill: swim and 
tramp around Woodbridge. Henley Folk Night cancelled for the balance of 2021, advised 
maximum of 30 including performers, not viable on that basis, usual attendance 45+. 
Halesworth Day of Dance 2022: 2nd April 2022, which in our diary is a clash with 
Hadleigh French Weekend provisional date, this happened before, some crossover. East
SuffolkMorris: Newbourne Fox five dancers, four musicians. A couple of the musicians 
and an out of kit injured man made up nunmbers. A couple danced a solo jig. (Bill ‘danced’ 
three dances, demonstrating a sorry lack of fitness, but reached the end on each 
occasion). An enjoyable outdoor tune session to complete a very enjoyable, if exhausting 
evening.

22nd August:2021: Sheila at FolkEast, Bill spent the morning knoodling and transcribing
a song tune, watered the garden, and the rains came. To FolkEast pm: Hannah Moule 
and the Moulettes: we had seen at Broadstairs a few years ago and enjoyed. An 
Arthouse Rock Band, complex arrangements and excellent fun, (skill and complexity in 
context, creativity!) Kris Drever was good, better if he had been audible, soundman 
asleep at the wheel. Lady Nade, oversold and tedious, seeking catharsis in performance. 
Drever McCusker and Woomble, played excellent music when Woomble wasn't strutting 
his inner Jim Morrison to limited effect. Skedaddle and Ellie Tree blagged spots on the 
Glen stage, which we missed. Also missed Rising Larks as the dance side of the day, 
seemingly displaced by dwile flonking! An enjoyable weekend, improved by the downsizing
and re-organisation which Covid imposed, but next year is apparently back to normal.

21st August 2021: Sheila at FolkEast. Bill watered plants and recorded a 'G' tune in 
anticipation of next months Melnet theme. Arrived at FE in time to see JimmAldridge and 
Sid Goldsmith's mainstage performance. Excellent. Knight and Spiers followed at Moot 
Hall, pulling a huge crowd, but delivering what was effectively a sophisticated busk. Bill 
has never much enjoyed Peter Knight's fiddle sound, which may not have helped. Three 
Cane Whale then appeared on the mainstage, their fourth visit to FE. John Tomlinson 
loved their material, Bill will never recover that hour of his life for worthwhile pursuit. 
Clever but pointless, 'that's creativity' came a swift riposte. A highlight of the festival so far 
was Paul Sartin playing on a small informal stage with collaborators, with lo-fi 
amplification, and delivering music with pedigree and heart to a rapidly expanding 
audience. Best set of the two days. The John Ward Band, (trio supplemented by Alden 
and Patterson), enjoyed their mainstage spot. Mick R was sure that there was an out of 
tune element in the band, and was unsure about John's singing. John is an excellent 'front 
man' but transferred a 'pub rock' approach to the mainstage, which needed clear slow 
introductions and perhaps fewer songs crammed into the set. There again, 'pub-rock' 
probably sums the set up. Bill caught a couple of stands by Boudicca Morris from a 
distance and one close up. The side are more disciplined than when last seen, mainly 
borrowed dances, some apparently dating back to Black Schuck days and composed by 
Kevin from that group.(Not credited). A huge band bashing away at standard repertoire 
'happy clappy' tunes, (not clear why they advertised for melody players a month ago). 
Rising Larks tomorrow, a contrast and a group with a history and pedigree. We had tea 
and Bill came home.



20th August 2021: Sheila at FolkEast. Bill watered the garden, (under instruction), swam,
and followed on to FolkEast:the FE field has been completely re-arranged in a way which 
makes sense and is easier to use than the previous mish mash. A view expressed by a 
number of peopple in conversation. As ever Bill bumped into lots of friends rarely seen, 
even more so latterly. Jim Parr and Tony Manning are both on site, (former Trunkles). Jim 
has started learning to play the melodeon. A couple of people complimented Bill on his FB 
posts (unprompted and very kind). The former local Band 'The Lucys' are accidentally 
present on site. Richard Partridge arrived as Bill was leaving. (One Tree Hillbilly, having 
met fellow band members Gill and Keith at Strumpshaw last week.) Sunset stage and 
moot hall alternating. Seemingly the only 'morris' on site will be Boudicca! described in the
programme as 'boarder' morris. Sefa Kanuteh was excellent on the mainstage. Harbour 
Lights trio opened on the Moot Hall stage and put on a creditable show, nothing new but 
all well played. The Kelly BAyfield BAnd leard in the distance presented a smooth show, 
bland but well played. Jimmy Aldridge and Sid Goldsmith were excellent and pulled a 
full mainstage audience to the Moot Hall. Daoiri Farrell heard in the distance sounded 
better than at the Blaxhall Session which Bill abandoned at half time. Bill gave up at that 
point and came home. Not worth waiting two hours for the Shee. Tomorrow is another day.

19th August 2021: Sheila swam. We attended Rex Bloomfield's funeral at St Mary's 
Hadleigh. A good turnout, and fiar showing by the rented celebrant, ("I never met Rex 
but...."). Good to catch up with Bluegrass friends. The Little Bentley session has started 
again, (3rd Wednesday), and the Tattingstone Wheatsheaf session may also re-start soon.
There is a new 'session' at the White Horse Felixstowe each Wednesday, Chris H is 
scoping that out next week. Sheila has departed for FolkEast where she is staying in the 
van for the duration. Bill is popping in daily from tomorrow.

18th August 2021: Sheila dentist (again), Bill swim. The new TT tune is by John Arcand,
a Mettis fiddler from Canada who may be distantly related to Jo Arcand-Goodluck, better 
make a fist of it if for no other reason!. Inertia Reel singaround, diverting in many ways. 
Sheila preparing to go to FolkEast tomorrow after Rex's funeral. The new 'Reacher' book 
by Lee and Andrew Child is moving apace. Implausible as ever......

17th August 2021: Sheila  swim and dentist. Bill posted TT tunes and a Gospel Slide 
selection to YT and FB. Finished reading 'The Brutal Telling' by Louise Penny, if the other 
17 are as good that is the book pile sorted for a year!

16th August 2021: Sheila yoga and mending camper van fittings. Bill swim and knoodling
on Knots of May tunes referenced on their website. East Suffolk Morris Cretingham Bell. 
A bare side but a reasonable stand. Bill didn’t stay for music. Time better spent returning 
safely from the wild rural depths of Suffolk.

15th August 2021: Sheila: has a very poorly tooth, dentist on Tuesday but can she wait 
that long! Repairing drawer fitting in her camper van. Bill  managed a couple of guitar 
versions of the TT tune for this week, then reflecting on Rex's funeral on Thursday, he put 
together a short suite of slide guitar  instrumental versions of gospel songs we enjoyed 
playing together, whether it will see the light of day..... We spent the afternoon at Blaxhall 
Ship enjoying the Knots of May Suffolk Tour, with Kemps Men. We watched them at the 
'Ship' a couple of years ago.  Knots of May were excellent, Kemp's Men less so. If Tim 
wants chapter and verse so be it but a poor show from a usually capable Cotswold Morris 
side. Good to See Shirley H and Andy, recovering from their trip to Sidmouth Folk 
Festival and looking forward to FolkEast. Old Glory Morris will shortly decide whether 
they will continue to 'Black Up' in the future, or comply with a prevailing consensus among 



morris sides that the practice is no longer acceptable in public performance. This may also
affect membership of umbrella organisations and public liability and personal insurance 
thereby provided. A 'needle' issue within the side with potential to exclude members 
whatever the decision. Last year, not an issue (no dancing), but this year......

14th August 2021. R.I.P. Nanci Griffiths. Almost a year younger than Bill but a rather 
busier life. We spent a very enjoyable day at Strumpshaw Tree Fair, 'on site notes': 
Floozies, excellent saxophonist and flautist, Wake, guitars, fiddle, whistle. A ceilidh band 
offshoot , excellent although Bill finds Hares on the Mountain and Polly Vaughan difficult to
appreciate, (a bit like slow radio). Keith (ESMM) was there, also Tim dancing with Big 
Jigs (hence won't be at Blaxhall with Knots of May tomorrow. Mike P has also double 
booked, this time a visit by his son’s family, with an invitation to a group of post beer 
festival morris men to stay over! It was lovely to see Gill and Keith from ‘One Tree 
Hillbillies’, from our bluegrass life. They are regulars at Strumpshaw. Sheila strutted along
in a flamenco workshop. Bill suspects Derek, who plays for flamenco in Madrid might be 
weeping on the sidelines, but for English folk leading a workshop in complex rhythmic 
Spanish percussive dance, as close as it needed to be in a field in Norfolk. Yes there was 
a samba band. Good to see John Row telling tales again. Excellent Carribean lunch.

13th August 2021: Friday!! We each swam. Sheila prepping some food for Leah to 
return to. Bill recorded a few TT sketches.

12th August 2021: Tip run. Exhausting but cleared some space, (eating the elephant by 
the mouthful). The studio where Rowan works has an open studio exhibition on 4th 
September. Good that Laurel has been able to catch a couple of Broadstairs Folk Week 
events, (dance and Gigspanner concert).

11th August 2021: Early night, broken sleep. Bill dreamed of playing a Sh3♂ed gig, poor 
sound, with John Martyn top of the bill! Reminder of the musicians joke, the good news, 
heaven exists and is all that was promised, dances every night, the bad news, you’re 
booked to play in the band tonight! Probably an unconscious response to Mick Graves 
funeral later today, and Rex Bloomfield in a couple of weeks. Sheila not swimming, Bill 
swim. Sheila had children and visiting grandchildren to lunch, very tasty. New garden 
chairs arrived in the nick of time. We watched the livestream of Mick Graves funeral which 
was moving, (and interesting, Sarah had written a lovely piece which was read.) An 
excellent,(humanist?), celebrant. Zoom singaround somewhat maudlin in honour of a 
fallen morris man from the midlands, e.g. "What's the Life of a Man" etc, no less enjoyable 
for all that. Next week's TT tune has arrived, a Northumbrian standard. Seemingly popular 
but difficult to find interest in!

10th August 2021: Bill posted this week's Tunesday Tuesday sketches. We popped to 
Nat's for a visit. Jasmine is growing apace and engaging in all ways. Some positive 
responses to Bill’s TT posts. Early night.

9th August 2021: Sheila swam Bill swam. Andrew and Roger are thinking about an Anglo
Day in spring 2022, too early at the moment. Video of VIPs barber shop at Folk at theBoat 
impressive, although they take themselves rather seriously, ripe for spoofing by the 
Spooky Men! We took a baby hedgehog found on our lawn to the preservation society at 
Forward Green. It died. Stopped off at Barham, where blackberries are a week or so away,
although ripe in Chantry Park, curious. East Suffolk Morris Men: Bramford Cock a bit 
damp but we finished dancing as the ain arrived and retired to the large conservatory for a 
cracking tune session, exhausting! Notice that Kemps Men and Knots of May (from East 



Sussex) are dancing at Blaxhall Ship at 3.30 on Sunday afternoon.  This has been an 
annual outing, good to see it return, worth a look. (See Bill's YT for a hint).

8th August 2021: Bill had a rummage on the internet and found Companies House 
returns for Show of Hands Ltd. it is apparent that Steve and Phil (Beer) have taken 
advice over a period which has secured them personally against financial difficulty, 
(e.g.pandemic), and which is presumably tax efficient. Who wouldn't, but... as personally 
suspected both are savvy businessmen. Further searches may take place regarding other 
'hard pressed' but longstanding musical characters! Folk at the Boat we popped down to 
The Steamboat and watched the four sides dancing for about half an hour, very blowy and
a bit wet, but the first dance post covid for most, so significant. Said hello to some friends 
long unseen. As always with that venue parking a nightmare. Sheila knew a back way in 
with spaces so we were ok. We had a playing session this afternoon with fiddle and slide. 
Rob Neal was in touch to confirm the U3A Folk Music Group will be re-booting, and that 
he has a concert and Christmas party dates booked. We are looking at Maverick festival 
3/4/5 September. Ticket details a bit confusing.

7th August 2021: Sheila swim Bill knoodling on TT tunes on Guitar and Concertina. 
Hadleigh Folk and Acoustic Music Club re-opens on 3rd September. Behind Waveney 
and some of the festivals, but still early in the circumstances. Mary D probably not opening
Everyman until this time next year, for safety and certainty. Not sure whether we will make
opening night, (Sheila's birthday). Played a fair bit of slide guitar. Thinking of looking in on 
Folk at the Boat tomorrow briefly, and maybe blackberrying, we'll see. We watched 
'Sidmouth' interviews with Eliza Carthy, Jim Causley and Jo Freya, and Steve 
Knightley.
 Each interesting, particularly Steve Knightley's suggestion that he considered bankruptcy 
during the pandemic. Bill's computer playing up. 

6th August 2012: Bill swam, tested mandolin versions of TT tune. Sheila feeding animals
while Leah/Jorja/Isaac away, playing fiddle. THinking about a trip to Sussex to include 
Sissinghurst and family visit. Bill purchased Granny's Attic tunebook download, excellent 
with some originals from each band member.

5th August 2021:Bill TT tune getting sorted, lots of slide guitar, Sheila ginger cake and 
nursing sore eye. Gave Pretty Grim a miss.

4th August 2021:Bill swam, Sheila steamed carpets. New TT tune looks interesting but 
tricky. Stan has downloaded the video he wants to use on the Pluck and Squeeze YT 
channel he is building. Bill played some slide guitar this afternoon, and went for short a 
cycle ride this evening. Still totally unfit. No singaround tonight, life catching up with covid, 
or vice versa. Mick Graves funeral will be streamed. Mary D kindly shared the link with 
me. Rex's funeral is in Hadleigh on the opening day of FolkEast.

3rd August 2021: Sheila swim and defrosting freezer/tackling kitchen. Bill trawling 
through bundles of data discs in search of videos which Stan Bloor has requested. Most 
are very early and the filing system failed. He passed on what he found. In the meantime 
discovering another video of Mick and Sarah Graves and Rex Bloomfield. Noticed that 
Zoe Ann Wadey is joining Danegeld Band in practice this evening. Considering her 
options?

2nd August 2021: Sheila took Jorja to the Zoo. Bill swam, disposed of 'sortings' to a 
charity shop. Recorded a couple of tunes for Melnet Theme of the Month. East Suffolk 



Morris danced at the Rampant Horse in Needham, a good turnout and tune session after. 
Maggie Moore came along. Very supportive. She was the musician for Wolsey Folk 
before Bill joined, (1978). ESMM are dancing at Bramford Cock next week at 7.30.

1st August 2021: Rabbits: Sheila swam, practised fiddle and popped into the Steamboat 
to see MAx play at his former music teaching studio annual showcase. Bill nudged the TT 
tune along and posted Melnet TotM. Mary D rang this afternoon to pass along an 
opportunity to play at Murrayside Fun Day next Sunday, (7th). We declined, as did Holly. 
Details available if any reader fancies strutting their stuff. Need own pa, possible gazebo 
available. A reasonable fee for folk. It was lovely to have a long catch up chat with Mary. 
She and Steve have been shielding throughout and very wary of the way that 'opening up' 
is creating risk. Nonetheless we put the world to rights.

31st July 2021: Sheila embarked early for a double bus ride to walk the Parkrun which 
has re-started in Chantry Park, (she came second in her age group but no indication 
whether it was a group of two or two hundred - statistics). nevertheless it was the 
beginning of an aim achieved. Ashley, Nat and Jasmine came round for a couple of 
hours and we enjoyed pizza and chips together. We later found some very small pink 
knickers on the sofa, too small for Sheila even if they are the right colour!  Bill did some 
work on the next TT tune, mandolin and melodeon ticked. Maggie Moore was in touch as 
she and Stan (Bloor) have decided to start a YouTube channel and would like to use 
some of Bill's videos of their music.  No problem, there may even be some unseen gems 
tucked away! The archive has never been a 'commercial' venture. A hobby which has 
spiralled like topsy into a small labour of love.

30th July 2021: Sheila now free from work and BB commitment so starts a 'project' the 
beginning phase of which is a clearout of clothes and closets.Bill swim, then joining in with
the project, (two bags for the charity shop, if accepting donations). Photos posted to FB 
seem to show a limited attendance at the Steamboat last evening, and as predicted 'boys 
with binders'. An evening enjoying playing music and chatting was certainly the better 
option. Rowan has broken his foot while on a camping holiday, ouch.

29th July 2021: Sheila Burwell Bash, last day and tutors concert, Bill knoodled on TT 
tune and possible Melnet TotM.  Phil suggested Steamboat Session to play for an hour 
before it started then leave early, seemed more sensible to meet at his house again. A 
useful hour exploring new tunes/arrangements, then chatting for a couple of hours putting 
the world to rights. Photos of Steamboat session unclear how well attended, in any event 
'boys with binders' had responded positively which did not bode well!

28th July 2021: Bill/Sheila each swam. Sheila managed work appointments in between 
Burwell Bash commitments, and was very tired as a consequence. The new TT tune is 
another of Bill's' long time nemeses', or former same, as now feels quite comfortable 
across the range., although with little space to extemporise! Bill picked up a couple of 
promising hardbacks from charity shops. Also a pair of 'activity' trainers, more in 
desperation than hope! evening singaround cancelled, various reasons not viable.

27th July 2021:we each slept poorly for different reasons. Mike G has tested covid 
positive.... Bill managed a reasonable passage through 'Jerusalem Ridge' for TT on 
concertina and posted the week's sketches, Flatpicked  and fingerpicked guitar, mandolin 
and concertina.guitar. The tune is not particularly exciting and hard to play cleanly at 
bluegrass speed, but provided technical small steps on concertina and mandolin fingering. 
Sheila is subscribed to online Burwell Bash classes day and evening. Bill edited a 



recording by Rex  for FB as a personal memento, one of his favourite songs. The YT is 
very old and lo-fi but rehearsal audio quite good, and with a lovely photo of Rex by Gill 
Chelski. Having a go at prospective Melnet TotM offerings, this month in memory of 
Steve Dumpleton. It has been a sad couple of months losing at least four longstanding 
local musicians.  The youngsters have fire and drive, but the musical community of 
whatever 'ilk' benefits from a depth of experience, and repertoire which oldies are usually 
happy to offer. Bill was thinking in yesterday evening's sleepless moments of creating an 
archive of descriptions of tunes/songs, where/why he learned them, from whom. For 
example: the American version of Blackberry Blossom. Bill first heard Dave Tricker play 
the tune at the 'Golden Key' in Ipswich, (now a Sainsbury's), he learnt it on melodeon and 
then re-encountered the tune as a bluegrass standard at the local sessions (facilitated by 
Rex) which moved from Stratford St Mary Swan to the Tattingstone White Horse with a 
couple of pubs in between. Then re-learned as a flatpicking guitar tune and backup guitar 
when other instruments were leading. Eventually found the descending line to play 'Bull 
Bass' on the tune when that was free. Not sure whether such an archive would simply be 
an exercise in anality, but helps to join the dots of memory and experience.

26th July 2021: Bill swam, something of a bearpit. Older adults group included preteens 
and teens! Not a great deal of filtering going on. Hey Ho. Bill looking for lightweight 
trainers/sports shoes. East Suffolk Morris practice, extended the dance range. Guest 
dancer from Colchester Morris, hope he comes again. Probably at the Rampant Horse 
Needham Market next week. Returned to the sad news that Rex Bloomfield has died, a 
core member of the Bluegrass community and session which we used to support. Love 
and best wishes to Ann xx.

25th July 2021: Bill managed a scratchy sketch of TT, will have to do. The point being 
that time is limited to work the tune up. Bill and Sheila bike ride, Sheila patiently letting Bill 
set his pace for a short run around the block, needs more work!

24th July 2021: Sheila to Steampunk Festival with Pretty Grim, Bill to Crowfield Fete 
with East Suffolk Morris, (videos on YT). Still struggling with TT tune for this week! 
Mandolin fifth position!

23rd July 2021: Sheila meeting (online), Bill swam. Sheila to the seaside with family, Bill
struggling with TT tunes.

22nd July 2021:Sheila swim, Bill knoodled on TT tune. Phil/John/Bill house session at 
Phil's, something of a workout and great fun. JohnT  a sensationally versatile guitarist.

21st July 2021: Sheila working, Bill swim, in amongst the newly permitted masses, 
hmmm. The new Tunesday Tuesday tune is out, a bluegrass standard by Kenny Baker 
and Bill Monroe which has always been something of a challenge and never entered the 
house repertoire. The Kenny Baker version set asan  example is at about half speed and 
has melodic passages usually lost in translation in bluegrass sessions. The first draft is in 
the bag! In his response to news of Mick Graves death Mike Green intimated that he is 
unlikely to run any more Big Music Nights in the future. Not a great surprise, he did well 
to maintain them as long a he did regardless of Cv19. Sheila spent the afternoon on the 
beach with Jorga and Leah.

20th July 2021: Sheila swam. Bill posted Tunesday Tuesday videos. Simon T in touch 
to notify that Mick Graves  died yesterday morning.  "Sarah has written to me:



“He was at home, as he wished, and I was with him.  I am devastated & heartbroken, but glad to 
know that he is no longer suffering any pain, as he had far too much of that this year.”     Simon 
was prompted to let me know because someone had shared video of Mick and Sarah from
Bill's YT channel, probably from one of the Big Music Night posts. (Mick and Sarah had 
approved those posts for publication at the time, and they capture their spirit very well.) Bill
had a hunt through the archive and there may be more to share in a day or two. 
Meanwhile posted Part 1 of EII at the Wolsey Bowl Stage last Sunday. With 'freedom day' 
Bills pool has opened the communal showers and increased the number of swimmers per 
session.

19th July 2021: a very hot day. Bill swam and slept, Sheila sewed. East Suffolk Morris 
Men practice. 11 dancers, three musicians. This was intended to be the final practice 
before gping public but we are deferring and practicing again next Monday. We are 
however dancing at Crowfield Fete on Saturday as first dance out..

18th July 2021:A very hot day. Bill finally managed to focus and finish his TT tune. Tried 
an old slow instrument which 'worked' and discovered that the straps on the original 
concertina needed tweaking to aid control, voila, saved both. Also played some other 
tunes and some slide. Began to work on EII videos from last evening. First videos of music
played in a 'live' context for a year and a half! Sheila gave up on gardening in the heat. We
are out to supper this evening which is nice, thanks J&M. 

17th July 2021: Sheila swim. Heavy hay fever day for Bill. We went to the New Wolsey 
Theatre’s new outdoor stage to see EII who were playing at a free event as a part of an 
Ipswich Summer festival. The band’s first live gig since lockdown promoting a new CD. 
Audience around thirty people, including contingents from Cromer and Diss who travelled 
to see the show. Ipswich has a strong folk community, and reggae fans galore having been
home to Jah Warriors. Where were they? A reminder of five people in the audience at a 
Spiers & Biden concert a few years ago, also a part of a sponsored municipal festival. Bill
hopes to have caught a few songs on video but shamefully poor publicity . Nuff said, not 
by half! Sheila bought a cd, mainly trad West Indian. The CD is a project presenting songs
collected and presented by Walter Jekyll, an English landowner at the start of the C20, 
and popularised by Louise Simone Bennet-Coverly, OM,OJ,MBE, who died in 2006, lots 
of rabbit holes to dive into here, but the band simply played the music without explanation, 
(derived from the sleevenotes), which may be a pity. The context makes sense of an 
otherwise 'off piste' collection of songs.

16th July 2021: Bill swim and tramp around Woodbridge. Slow day. Sheila arranged to 
meet a friend ,who failed to show.    

15th July 2021: Sheila swim. Gas main in the road being renewed. Our turn for upheaval.
New TT tune coming along, which prompted exploration of the House Band and then 
Roger Watson. Roger recorded a version of Home Boys Home, which Mike G sang last 
night, and ran one of the first melodeon workshops which Bill attended at Sidmouth in 
about 1982. Outspoken and worthwhile, still informs Bill’s playing, as does the Nic Jones 



workshop same year. Sheila to Pretty Grim practice, meanwhile Bill worked on the TT 
tune.

14th July 2021: Sheila working, (and mending the kitchen tap, parts 40p, labour love). 
Bill swim. Wednesday singaround, just Bill tonight. New TT tune is a cracker, some ideas. 
An enjoyable singaround, Blow the Candles out, (slide), Me and Bobby McGee, Forever 
Young, Dead Flowers, (slide). Next meet up in two weeks.

13th July 2021: Sheila swim. Bill shed painting and looking at Scottish tunes for this 
evening's play-around with Phil and John, with Phil's recent trip to the North as inspiration. 
Posted Tunesday Tuesday offering, 'Sylvia's Serenade'. Seems well received, but 
interesting that the tunes are selected less on merit than a cult of personality. (This one 
was 'Leverett' inspired). Byrone Berline has died. J.P. Cormier has posted a chapter of 
his 'Life in Music' YT blog in response, which is essential listening, particularly for musician
friends. About 40 minutes of reflective gold. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Gvec50ky8BM.  Bill spent the evening playing music at Phil W's, not sure where John 
was, (who had suggested Tuesday).

12th July 2021: Happy Birthday Seth. Al Jazeera again to avoid domestic grief. Social 
media alive with racist posts, mildly admonished by Boris, (who knows where the views of 
the populist vote lie!) BBC half heartedly promoting the idea of a culturally united nation. 
Sheila to Sudbury to visit a friend and explore the cleaning and restoration of her silk 
carpet. Bill swim. ESMM practice, well attended and worthwhile. Feedback from 'Merry 
Hell' at the Froize, anthemic folk but terrible sound from their own sound man, (apparently
to the point where John, (the usual and internationally acclaimed sound engineer left 
early). One more practice then maybe some dancing out. The Froize evenings used to be 
complete folk with food inclusive, now the food is separate, (presumably at Froize prices), 
and the music costs the same/more than the previous offering. Nice people but, the loss 
leader is over.

11th July 2021: Bill recorded TT tune on mandolin. Neighbours very noisy in their garden 
leading up to the football match, (starting at about 11am), playing loud music all day. 
Received the result that behaviour deserved. All quiet at 11pm! We are booked in to 
FolkEast , Sheila keen to camp, Bill may dip in and out (as usual). 

10th July 2021: Sheila swim. Ashley and Jasmine came round for a couple of hours. 
Bill tidied up guitar videos of TT tune, recorded over the last couple of days, which one to 
choose. Socially distanced ElyFF looking drab on FB. Doubtless those there will not recall 
it as such, pragmative dissonance rules!

9th July 2021: Bill swim and a walk around Woodbridge.Sheila Yoga.

8th July 2021: Sheila swam, Bill watched Al Jazeera news in order to escape wall to wall 
adulation of a win comprising an own goal and a dodgy penalty award. Sheila entertained 
a friend this afternoon while Bill worked on the TT tune for next week and surprised 
himself playing slide for a couple of hours. Sheila had not signed up for Pretty Grim 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gvec50ky8BM
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practice so joined in with Norwich Slow Tunes.  The decision to give ElyFF a miss is 
reinforced by the promise of the usual local suspects, no dance or procession and 
uncertainty whether festivals can work this summer.

7th July 2021: Bill swam, SHeila working. New TT tune slightly less demanding than 
Celestial but in 3/2 which is sometimes an obstacle. LAwn mowed. Singaround cancelled 
in favour of football !

6th July 2021:Sheila swam. Folkus Dance: starts again in October, wot Rob, no U3A? 
Pret a Danser also back in action in Colchester. Bill posted Tunesday Tuesday tune, 
interesting how others have responded o this one, difficult to play at pace but there is a 
tune lurking beneath the thrash. Cohen BK is now a Demon Barber alongside a new 
team of young players, good move for both Cohen and Damien! Keeping the show on the 
road.

5th July 2021: Bill swam, Sheila knoodling on the shed. Bill posted a couple of Waltzes to
Melnet Theme of the Month, Elsie and Emma.  East Suffolk Morris Men, Bill as sole 
musician, good fun. Six dancers, plus two invalids, but a good evening out and we danced 
enough dances to fill a couple of sets. Lots of enthusiasm for events but no-one signing 
up! Seemingly at least one of the Hageneth men who came to a few practices has now 
joined Devil's Dyke MM,  Hey ho! We have discussed Ely Folk Festival this coming 
weekend, and decided to give it a miss. Thought about just going for a day, ditto.

4th July 2021: Good to note that Bof are in the process of recording new material. Posts 
from Briony's musical afternoon on FB. Curry night, (home made).

3rd July 2021: Sheila swam and then had an online conference. Bill knoodled on Theme 
of the Month Melnet and TT. Not sure if this week/month will work out!

2nd July 2021: Bill with ESMM at Mount School Bury for their KS2 fun day. Mike, 
Mick,Clive and Bill. Sheila working on shed guttering.

1st July 2021: Rabbits. Sheila out for the day, visiting a garden and the Grayson Perry 
house at Wrabness. Bill posted to melnet Tune of the Month painted the shed and pulled
some weeds.

30th June 2021: Happy Birthday Clinton M. One of a few of Bill's old classmates still 
playing music. The new TT tune is a cracker, but not easy, from the repertoire of 'Fourth 
Moon', scarily virtuosic. Watched Granny's Attic's new single, also virtuosic. All set for 
tomorrow's Melnet Tune of the Month, providing the front runner romps home. 
Tomorrow's Pretty Grim practice is cancelled for lack of support, even the 'happy clappy' 
brigade occasionally suffer these issues it seems. Zoom session tonight, we may have run
out of material! We managed , 'Ain't Misbehavin', 'We'll Sweep Out the Ashes in the 
Morning', 'Roses in the Snow', 'Nobody's Fault But Mine' and 'Every Time We Say 
Goodbye'. Meanwhile thank you to readers who visit this page. There seem to be around 



seven of you on a regular basis. Bill posted some TT sketches to YT, the views will be 
counted on one hand but hopefully worthwhile, probably a series in progress..

29th June 2021:Sheila swam. Bill posted Tunesday Tuesday sketches, well received. 
Considering posting the journeyman workshops to YT, (including out-takes).Interesting 
episode on JP Cormier's channel, responding to internet responses to his videos and 
observations about CF Martin guitars, and the need to try before you buy, and that less 
can be more from other makers. We enjoyed an 'in person' music session on the occasion 
of Adam and Rhen G spending a weekend locally, (including resting out their new camper
van. Home in time to see both of England's goals, not really a football fan and never spend
90 minutes in hope or despair).

28th June 2021: Bill swim, Sheila continuing with the shed. East Suffolk Morris practice,
a select group of aged and injured men danced a few dances, (Bill even attempted one to 
make up numbers). perhaps the side can scale this hump and continue, but a number of 
members have become occasional attenders and the stalwarts are not always fit to dance.
Still a great social group with longstanding friendships celebrated in dance and music, 
simply the form for the future is in the balance.

27th June 2021: Weary, Bill knoodled on TT and Melnet tunes. The personal journey 
holds more interest than playing live at the moment. Various reasons. 

26th June 2021: We have Jorja for the weekend. Decided to give Bury Folk Festival a 
look.Very friendly and petite. We arrived at about 11am, the morning seemingly given over 
to aspirant 'open mic' style acts and  troubadours in the nadir of their careers. Muzak but 
an enjoyable backdrop on a sunny day. The only food on site were hot dogs and ice 
cream, ('we were let down'). The Nowton Park Cafe, (1/4 mile walk away), failed to 
provide for vegetarians or vegans. We bumped into Granny's Attic as they arrived and 
had a very brief catch up. Regrettably we missed their set, and most of the main acts 
(usual suspects), having burnt out by 2pm so we came home, as the cognoscenti were 
arriving. If there is a next time we will arrive mid afternoon and take a picnic. A popular 
local event, the trick being to know the running order and manage the process. 
Reasonably priced even for half of the event. News of the day, Matt Hancock has fallen 
on his sword, (metaphor), taking professional and personal blame into the wilderness for a 
short while. Boris (the spider) smiles!

25th June 2021: Bill swim. Sheila to 'Morris Ladies' coffee morning, (she is rarely able 
to attend). Happy Birthday Sue B, Bill popped round with a card, also popped in on John 
G and Jo who he hasn't seen for a long time.  Cuppa and catch up. Neither have played 
music for a while it seems, and there is little prospect of 'Bards of the Heath' reconvening 
save on a pretty specific  and limited basis. Maybe we'll manage a garden session. John 
and Jo are slated to play at a Chris Couzens event in September in Woodbridge. John 
kindly gave Bill a copy of his 'Millenium' compilation from his solo and Trunkles archive. Bill
sorted the Tunesday videos from yesterday, while Sheila visited Leah and then Joe.



24th June 2021:Sheila swim. Bill's hayfever has returned with avengeance. Bill knoodled
on next week's Tunesday, Sheila to Pretty Grim practice.

23rd June 2021: Sheila working Bill tramped Woodbridge and replenished the bookpile. 
Started working on next week's Tunesday Tune, promising. Inertia Reel singaround, good 
fun, only four windows this week but a fair amount of filler chat to bridge the gaps,

22nd June 2021: Sheila swam, Bill posted Tunesday Tuesday posts, aside from which a
slow day.

21st June 2021: a very damp midsummer's day. Sheila feeling under par, Bill swam, 
prepared last minute Tunesday Tuesday posts. Knoodles really, not brilliant but the group 
is far less competitive than some others, social. East Suffolk Morris Men: danced for the 
celebration of Codge’s birthday. Cold and wet but great to play for dance again after more 
than a year’s absence.

17-20th June 2021: to Kent. Excellent municipal campsite inRamsgate. 17th: settled in, 
visited Laurel in Broadstairs. Lovely to catch up. 18th to Margate, Petticoat Lane 
collectibles centre, sourdough pizza, local artists exhibition, Turner gallery and exhibition. 
Tea with Laurel,Chris,Faith and Seth. Visited Ewan’s garden which Laurel is enjoying 
looking after and using as family space. 19th around Ramsgate, picnic with, L, C, F, S, 
before weather broke.Lazy evening. 20th traveled back via Herne Bay and Whitstable 
which look worthy of more time when we are here. Home by twelve and sorting out a wet 
‘pack up’. Weather had its wild moments, but an excellent few days away and family catch 
up. Listened to Sam Sweeney, Folk on Foot. Interesting in a number of ways.

16th June 2021: Sheila working, Bill swim. Evening Inertia Reel session enjoyable. 

15th June 2021: Happy Birthday Bill. Sheila swim. Bill posted Tuesday Tunesday tunes.
Lunch at the Maybush, Waldringfield. Sheila’s treat. Picked up some pink poppy heads for 
the seeds. Janis Joplin scrapbook published by the family, Ł495!

9th to 15th was updated but seemingly scrubbed! Usual swim and work commitments. 
Inertia Reel session on Wednesday, four songs each. Sunday afternoon Holly and Angus, 
and Ashley Nat and Jasmine came for a garden tea, (pre Bill’s Birthday. Monday  Morris 
practice. John G selling his boat.

8th Jne 2021: Sheila swam, Bill posted a couple of versions of the Tunesday Tuesday 
tune under the wrong but hey ho, it is a Danish tune, re-interpreted on Melodeon and slide 
guitar. Watched the celebration of life for  Steve Dumpleton as a YT live cast. Very 
interesting, he certainly crammed a lot of living in, and the melodeon and folk music was 
an important part of that, shared and treasured by his friends.

7th June 2021: Bill swim. Sheila engaging telephone wrath upon providers and deliverers
of shed roof covering which has enjoyed an unannounced failed delivery, no indication that



has happened, and now been returned to sender! We have arranged a family afternoon in 
the garden and a weekend elsewhere, (not at the same time!) Bill posted some garden 
snaps to FB and to Sheila's feed. Music Lankum, and Leo Kottke who is now 75 and 
creating new material. ESMM practice. Good to seeDavid and Tim out. Continued work on 
Lads Hinton. We seem to be building a calendar of forthcoming events.

6th June 2021: sunny day. We had a wander around Stonham CBS spending little but 
enjoyable. Bill started to refresh his songs from the list. Some work needed on a fair few of
them! Heather Hallet was the guest on Desert Island Discs, retired judge and with some 
fascinating tales to tell, certainly not from an ivory tower.  Still on call as a high profile 
coroner, fearless and fair.

5th June 2021: Sheila swim, Bill sorted out the Tunesday Tuesday tune, and repaired 
the F one row melodeon which had developed a faulty spoon bass. We did an over 60's 
online High Intensity Training session! (Ten minutes), we survived.

4th June 2021: Caroline birthday. Rainy day. Bill swam. Knoodled on four sheep five 
geese, difficult to find it's voice. The guest book to this site has been spammed three times
in as many days.

3rd June 2021: Sheila swam. Mixed day of trivia. Holly has an interview for her preferred 
post grad social work course, good luck.

2nd June 2021: Sheila had a short working day apart from a few hours on the shed roof. 
Bill swam. Singaround very enjoyable, Bill did Fishing Blues,White Hare,retty Polly and 
The Marvellous Toy.

1st June 2021: Rabbits: Sheila swam and spent most of a very hot day working on the 
shed roof, Bill posted Melnet Tune and Theme of the Month, and Tunesday Tuesday. 
Found a couple of tunes to work on. Reaching the end of Labyrinth of the Spirits by Carlos 
Ruis Zafon.

31st May 2021: Happy Birthday Louise. Good chat. Sorry to hear about John Q’s death.
(Colleague and friend). Sheila shed roofing. Bill swim. Joe’s birthday BBQ. 
ESMM practice, working on a new dance.

30th May 2021: Successful trip to Lowestoft, Sheila now has a shiny new bicycle which 
should prove less injurious than her gents racer, hitherto her steed of choice, (the bike).  
We dropped in at Friday Street Car Boot on the way home and bumped into 'Bard' Pete 
G who is looking forward to playing with Bards of the Heath again soon, (as is Bill, 
waiting on the call....(should it come). Sarah was at the CBS but we missed each other in 
the lanes.

29th May 2021: Sheila swim then Pretty Grim practice. Bill popped in to see Ashley, 
Nat and Jasmine. Recorded a couple of tunes for Melnet, weeded the front. Sheila  
seeking to buy a bike so we have a trip to Lowestoft tomorrow.



28th May 2021: Sheila zoom meeting, Bill swim. Sheila working on shed roof,.

27th May 2021: Sheila swim. Bill posted a Tunesday Tuesday compilation to YT and 
recorded a starter on next week's tune. Had a music session with Phil W and John T in 
the evening, some very enjoyable musical explorations. 

26th May 2021: Bill swim, Sheila working. Bill watched Dominic Cummings 
evidence to a select committee. Intrigued that he does not come across as 
presented by press reports, and that the content was credible. Evening 
session hosted by Mike G, very enjoyable, 'Woman be Wise', 'Gipsy Girl 'and 
'Swimming Song' our contribution.

25th May 2021: we went to the Banksy etc modern street art exhibition at 
Moyse Hall in Bury St Edmunds, small but excellent including new work 
contributed by one of the exhibited artists who attended on day 1 and left his 
mark. On until September and worth a visit. Bill spent the afternoon 
struggling to remember how to play the melodeon which generally sees about
an hour a month of activity, hadn't realised how quickly rust builds up! Posted 
'Drive the Golden Spike' on guitar to Tunesday Tuesday. Saved a backup of 
the 'tunefile' to a usb stick, (10gb).

24th May 2021: Bill swim Sheila shed  and gardening. ESMM practice, ten 
dancers three musicians remembering a bit more of the repertoire and 
thinking about the dancing season! This week's Tunesday tune will be guitar 
only, to long and intricate to manage twice through on mando, and the abc fits
the mando while the tunebook the guitar. (The tunebook is not on the way, 
new listing good condition, sorry it is very poor condition from storage in the 
warehouse. Not entirely credible, someone else offered more). Tune session 
with Phil and John on Thursday. 

23rd May 2021: Sheila spent the morning in the garden and on the shed 
roof. Pm we went to Andy M’s for an afternoon social, about twenty five of 
us, cold and showery but a great opportunity to catch up, music was played. 
Very enjoyable, thanks Andy.

22nd May 2021: Sheila swim and working on shed roof. Bill’s ‘New Penguin 
Book of Folk Songs’ arrived. A Brian McNeill song and tune book also on 
order. Dave Tricker has a website to sell his mandolins made with reclaimed 
materials, excellent instruments but five May be overkill! 



21st May 2021: Bill swim, Sheila sorting out upstairs for access to a light 
fitting, which we then didn't use! Bill working on Tunesday Tuesday tune.

20th May 2021: We listened to last night's 'folk on 2' with Mark Radcliff 
interviewing Martin Carthy (at 80), the interview was superficial with Martin 
being gracious to Mark, who is effectively a two dimensional talking head. Still
missing Mike Harding after eight years. (Notice he is selling a very nice 
Jeffries concertina, I think he sold one before. Desperation?) Bill knoodling on
Tunesday Tuesday tune.

19th May 2021: Bill swam, Sheila working. Next week's Tunesday Tuesday 
Tune is a long hornpipe by Brian McNeil in Am,  something of a challenge! 
Gregory Jolivet has departed Blowzabella, a pity. Last time we saw them 
he was all that distinguished them from a country barn dance band. I think 
they probably agree their day has past but are periodically well paid to hit the 
road, (this from 'reliable' sources). We are booked in to the Art Exhibition at 
Moyse Hall next week and likely to have Jorja join us if we get to Bury St 
Edmunds Folk Day in June. Wednesday singaround: good fun, we played 
'Dimming of the Day', 'Farewell Farewell', 'The Bergen' and 'Another Train'. 
Mike G hosting next week as Mick R away.

18th May 2021:Sheila swam, Bill posted Trollsposka on guitar to Tunesday
Tuesday. We enjoyed participating in the 'Zoom' audience for Newcastle 
Folk Degree's  Stage 2 Folk Ensemble Students Online Showcase . Two 
ensembles, the first including Megan Wisdom presented four pieces , varied 
in style and tone which will be assessed as a part of this years coursework. 
Excellent but re-kindled some of Bill's doubts about 'Folk Degrees' and their 
effect of the wider informal traditional music community. Now that Steve 
Roud's algorithms have supplanted Bert Lloyd's rustic enthusiasm perhaps 
that world has turned already.

17th May 2021: Sheila gym, Bill swim (after a tramp around Woodbridge). 
Bill found an excellent site with loads of 'Gurdy music including a couple of 
excellent tunebooks. Started work on a couple of Nigel Eaton tunes, rather 
outwith the rhythmic comfort zone, emulating the complexity of a Hurdy Gurdy
on a lightly stroked mandolin! Sheila baked a cake. Bill to a very enjoyable 
practice with East Suffolk Morris in a car park on an industrial estate, seven 
dancers, four musicians. Completed as grey clouds loomed large.



16th May 2021: Sheila travelled back from Kings Lynn, Bill: started work  on 

Tunesday Tuesday etc, finished reading Fallout by Sarah Paretsky, VG.

15th May 2021: Sheila in Kings Lynn, Bill back to back NCIS, reading 
Sarah Paretsky knoodling.

14th May 2021: Bill swam. Sheila set off to visit her sister Linda in Kings 
Lynn, a weekend away in the van. Bill posted Morgan Rattler to Melnet 
THeme of the Month. Also Knoodle of the Day: Just a Closer Walk With 
Thee on slide, as a reminder to self!

13th May 2021: Sheila swam, we enjoyed an afternoon of tea and tunes with
Margarette. Sheila Norwich slow tunes.

12th May 2021:Wood for shed roof arrived 2am! Bill swim, Sheila working 
including her first face to face patient for over a year. The Tunesday Tuesday
selection seems to have changed to a Polska! We had a brief prep session 
this afternoon for tonight's singaround. Next week's outdoor morris practice 
will be larger and removed to a carpark by Kevin's office. Singaround, we 
sang, Home to Me (T Paxton), How Will I Ever be Simple Again, 
(RThompson), Dark End of the Street, Blackwaterside. Very enjoyable, and 
continuing pro tem.

11th May 2021: Tunesday Tuesday: Bill posted a couple of renditions of 
'Teatime with Seamus' by Heather Lewin as his contribution. A large FB 
group, more than 2k members, not all of whom post. Very egalitarian, there 
are some wonderful parlour musicians around the place. One recent 
contribution is from a woman in New Zealand with a post of a tune from a 
Tuesday a year ago. A community which is a comfortable fit, perhaps even 
more-so than melnet, which sometimes feels a bit competitive, however 
friendly and helpful. Next week's tune is posted, a Canadian Jig, almost 
certainly in JP Cormier's repertoire. JP reviewed a Recording King guitar 
against a Martin on a recent video post, interesting outcome confirming his 
espoused view that musicians can obtain high quality good sounding 
instruments for about a tenth of the cost of a 'brand', and that the brands have
a reduced quality profile in the marketplace nowadays. Sorry to hear that 
Paul Chapman, with whom Bill worked over many years died in November. 
Aged 92, not Covid, and his daughter expressed that he had lived a long and 



full life. In the absence of life, as recorded here, being particularly exciting Bill 
is thinking of telling the stories behind his instruments in brief vignettes, so 
look forward to that as a minor distraction. First guitar was a finger slicer for 
his 12th birthday, soon superceded by a Hofner Senator Archtop F hole 
guitar (Ł14), (see some of the early pictures), which lasted through college 
and early folk club years, traded at the Guildford Guitar Centre in around 
1981 for a Sigma ((D18 copy), first foolish trade in of many down the years. 
Rowan now has the SIgma which was Bill's first repair job for Colin Fulton, 
(then running the Guitar Shop in Ipswich), who glued a crack in the neck with 
Canadian superstrong glue.

10th May 2021: Bill swim, Sheila working am. 

9th May 2021: Thank you Holly and Angus for lunch and 
an enjoyable afternoon together with Ashley,Natalie and 
Jasmine. And for the photos, now on a WhatsApp group, a 
bit modern for Bill.

8th May 2021: Patrick Cockburn confirms his place as 'go 
to' commentator on the ways of the world (however 
domestic).

7th May 2021: No surprises in the election results with 
England leading a fashionable charge to right wing 
populism. Given the state of the opposition perhaps a 
'resistance movement' is required. Sheila swim and to visit a
friend pm. Bill posted 'Dunphys' to melnet Theme of the 
Month, perhaps might have waited for the 'D' theme next 
month! Recorded a couple of sketches for Tunesday 
Tuesday.

6th May 2021: Sheila swim. Bill watched AlJazeera news, 
as previously expressed, broader remit and clarity than 



domestic offerings. Interesting piece on a potential 'new' 
government in Israel and the UK's deployment of patrol 
boats around Jersey. Noticed in the small print today that to 
vote one must take one's own pencil! Good job we opted for 
the postal route. Bill had his second dose of vaccine. A 
slicker operation than the first time but still rather Heath 
Robinson/Quatermass. Committed and friendly staff and 
volunteers, and they gave him a sticky badge this time!. 
Possibly found tune for Theme of the Month.

5th May 2021: Happy Birthday John G/Isaac. Sheila 
working, Bill swam. One of Bill's concertinas needs some 
work, and he discovered he has discarded a bag of spares ! 
Anoyed with self. Looking at May Songs for this evening's 
singaround. Sheila not sure whether she feels up to it. An 
enjoyable evening, Bill sang Just as the Tide Is a Flowing, 
Helston May Song, May you Never and Claudy Banks.

4th May 2021: Bill posted 'Zelda' to Tunesday Tuesday, a 
mandolin sketch. Reading a book set in France, (however 
dysfunctional and divided during the war years), revived the 
feeling of betrayal and loss of opportunity engendered by 
the UK leaving the EU and treading its own path toward the 
far right abandoning fellow Europeans to contend with a 
similarly routed multi pronged attack on democracy within 
the boundaries of the 'new' Europe. No politics here then! 
Sheila has the dentist today, Bill tagged a ride into town, 
replenished the book pile. Took pill packets to recycle at 
Superdrug, which seems to have disappeared. Today is 
Debenhams last day of opening, bill reflecting on its history 



as 'Footmans Dep't Store' and the William Pretty factories 
behind the store where members of his extended family 
worked as seamstresses in the 1950/60's, now an NCP car 
park. Usual observations that despite promises and 
protestations from the Ipswich Society and Town Centre 
managers and planners, the town is a dump. Upper Orwell 
Street looks like a bomb site, St Michaels Church remains 
fire damaged after decdes and rows of shops have been 
demolished to make way for unfulfilled development. Hey 
ho, Jed Mercurio could make a dystopian programme in this
setting, although there are towns in the midlands and north 
of England more desolate. WE watched Pascale Rubens solo 
melodeon concert and also Honey & the Bear Bearcave #48.  Sheila making a 
birthday card for Isaac.

3rd May 2021: Steve Dumpleton has died unexpectedly 
while out walking. Cause unknown. An acquantance from 
melodeon days etc, a great player and transcriber of tunes. 
Bill swam. Sheila canoed at Iken Cliffs with Leah, Isaac 
and Jorja. Brought a dry bag home so going again we 
guess. Bill's car passed the 79000 mark. Froize Inn has 
booked a week of excellent music June/July, better than 
some festivals, no 'also rans'.

2nd May 2021: a slow day, Sheila travelled home from 
Bournemouth, Bill slept most of the day with a migraine 
haze. Currently reading Charlotte Gray by Sebastian Faulks.
Pictures on FB of the John Ward gig, clearly amplified and 
the focus so not acoustic/backround, nuff said. We watched 
the final of the BBC Young Musician of the Year 2020, 
deferred from last year. One of the judges summed up a 



problem when she said that care was needed not to confuse
the musician with their choice of content in reaching a 
decision. (Bill would have chosen the French Horn player, 
the winner was excellent but ....

1st May 2021:Mayday Mayday. Bill woke at about 4.30, (in 
time to make dawn at Felixstowe at dawn, which he never 
does anyway), instead he finished his current book, Acts of 
Vanishing by Frederik.T. Olssen then back to catch up on 
lost sleep after breakfast. Same ballpark as Dan Brown but 
better. F.T.O's previous novel is on its way in the post. Mike 
Garland took some photos of dawn at Felixstowe Beacon, 
catching Justine & Kenny who had the same idea. 
'Chestnut' posted at TotM, Bill's take not winning approval 
but who's counting. Perhaps the difficulty of the tune on 
melodeon has just occurred to the enthusiastic voters, 
(sound a familiar scenario?) Last of the sun for the 
weekend, but very chilly.Bill started work on 'Zelda' but not 
sufficiently focussed for a good enough take. Sheila 
enjoying her weekend away.

30th April 2021: Sheila had  a zoom meeting then drove to 
Bournemouth, (arrived safely). Bill swam, shopped etc, 
normal day. Bad news for music,the Government has announced that it 

plans to impose a 50 percent funding cut to “high cost” subjects at higher education (HE) 
in England, including music. This is because music and the arts are not among its 
“strategic priorities”. Are we surprised? There is a 'consultation', contrary views will be 
ignored. Bill posted an archive 'May' song to Tunesday T, and archive 'C' tunes to Melnet 
THme otMonth. Uploaded May's Tune of the Month Scheduled for tomorrow morning.

29th April 2021: Sheila swam. We went Felixstowe , had a 
walk about and cod and chips on the prom! A few versions 



of Zelda have turned up on Tunesday Tuesday already. 
Sheila preparing to go away for the weekend to visit Will.

28th April 2021: Sheila working. Bill swam. Alan Bearman newsletter 
presages return of live gigs for his stable, and that an Andy 

Cutting tunebook is in preparation. Next week's Tunesday Tuesday 

tune is Zelda , new to me, but interesting to see that Will Allen 

confessed that he had hitherto misplaced the emphasis on 
this tune. Even the maestros.... Love his playing, and Lisa 

Jarvest's. West End Music closing down. Last business day is 
Saturday. The only shop of its type in town, leaves a gap but
Gumtree and Facebook Marketplace cover most local sales 
of preloved instruments so unsurprising. Bill has decided 
upon the arrangement of Zelda which he will try. Looked 
online and it cracks along when played for French dance, 
not so much when as a performance piece. IRSingaround very 
enjoyable. ISB/Donavon/Mike Heron/Jez Lowe, age and 
influences shining through. We did Martha Reece's Liza 
Jane, Mr Bojangles, Murdered Servantman and Black 
Diamonds.

27th.April 2021:Happy Birthday Rowan. Sheila swim.Bill noticed that 
updated promotion of gigs a Blaxhall Ship on their site, and John W’s clearly 
places both at risk of enforcement for breach of CV provisions based on MU 
advice and government website. The promotion itself seems to be a breach. 
Fingers crossed but concerned for both. (Bill’s interest and concern arise from
his occupational history and training, sometimes a curse). Bill prepped 
another version for TotM and knoodled on Anglo and Mandolin which are the 
'go to' tools nowadays. Whitby deferral to 2022 officially announced.

26th April 2021: Bill swam, Sheila walked to and around Holywells Park, 
either one of which would have done for Bill! Quote of the day, Shappi 
Khorsandi with a tweaked plagiarism, "I love getting older. It's very exciting 



not to be dead." , no faith there then! Bill had decided to forgo morris practice 
until the next stage of lockdown release, so taking him at his word he is 
scheduled to play on 17th May. A bagman with a sense of humour, maybe.  
Bill continued knoodling on prospective TotM. Whitby Folk Week is rolled to 
2022, we have only dropped in there once as it is time proximate to other 
festivals we support, but in part a diplomatic decision as local residents are 
very wary of being over-run. Official announcement later in the week but 
leaked! Bill filled up, first tank of petrol since 21.12.20!

25th April 2021:  Sheila gardening and setting up her water recycling 
methods. Bill started thinking about the likely Melnet TotM, not easy but the 
voters seem not to 'test and try' before attaching their tail on the donkey. 
Watched a Hotclub of Cowtown concert on FB.

24th April 2021: Sheila swam and shopped. Bill enjoyed listening to Anna 
Tam’s new cd, Anchoress.Anna lives on a narrow boat an runs a very 
successful and inclusive fb page. (Chamber Folk Music). Bill posted 'Cotillion' 
to Tunesday Tuesday and his FB. Holly popped round and we had a catch 
up. She has borrowed  Bill's Mandola and Octave Mandola pro tem and 
recovered her doll's house. We are visiting Holly and Angus in a couple of 
weeks.

23rd April 2021: Happy Birthday Derek: living in Spain, not yet vaccinated 
so a quiet day, but nonetheless will be playing music in the Town Square with 
his Flamenco group on Saturday. Bravo. St George's Day: when East 
Suffolk Morris would traditionally be dancing at the Dove, but despite the 
side being largely partly or wholly vaccinated, (no spring chickens here), that 
is not possible, neither is our usual May Day outing next week. The new 
Tunesday Tuesday challenge is proving just that on the mandolin, a couple 
of interesting stretches, still, as long as it doesn't extend beyond the fingers 
we might survive the exerttion. Excellent news today for the postmasters 
wrongly convicted.  The Post Office 'in house' prosecutors used to travel the 
country in pursuit of their prey,occasionally dropping in on Bill's former 
workplace. Would that we had known... Bill removed one end from his CG 20 
button concertina to investigate a squeak on one reed, (heart in mouth as 
ever). 'Pinging' and re-seating the reed seems to have done the trick.... 
famous last words. Bill posted 'The Sweetness of Mary' to Tunesday 
Tuesday FB page, and sorted a quartet of mandolin sketches from FB which 
he posted to his YT channel. Holly is coming round 



tomorrow afternoon for a cuppa. Postal Voting Forms 
arrived: Procedure is fairly impenetrable to both of us 
despite directions and 'manga' diagrams so we wonder how 
many ballots are lost/spoilt through procedural irregularity! 
Tomorrow will do!

22nd April 2021: Happy Earth Day: Sheila swam. Matt came and advised 
that rather than fix the roof a replacement shed was more economical. We 
might muddle through somehow but he is on the list for jobs we can't 
manage! Bill swam pm and has won a lottery lucky dip! Sheila work session 
and Norwich Slow Tunes workshop.

21st April 2021: Sheila working. Bill noticed that Blaxhall Ship are advertising 
John and Lynne Ward as a 'gig' on May 2nd, which seems contrary to the 
current revised Covid restrictions. ("Following a concerted campaign by the 
MU, the UK government has confirmed a change to its previously published 
Spring Roadmap for England – permitting pubs, which are potentially due to re-
open on Monday 12 April for outdoor service only, to provide customers with 
complimentary incidental live music in beer gardens." Certainly the FB 
promotion is non compliant. It would be a pity to lose another local music pub for
jumping back into action too soon. The Duke in Ipswich simply posted a thanks 
'after the event' for background music played while customers returned, which is 
compliant.  This evening is the Zoom Inertia Reel singaround, as at 6.50pm no 
plans or practice! Today's listening was Naragonia and similar, and a couple of 
new tunes have hit the 'to do' list. The 'Tuesday Tunesday' FB is incredibly well 
supported, that and some of the Melnet tune options have been covered by Bill 
previously and looking back his style of playing those tunes has slowed 
significantly, as the 'interpretaion' has gained prominence over  proficiency and 
speed. IR singaround: "Poor Wayfaring Stranger", "Will There be Any Stars in 
my Crown", "Orphan Child", "On The Road Again". Matt is back in touch re shed
roof, neither of us having the energy nowadays.

At this stage live music must be incidental to the customers’ visit to the pub. Pubs must not charge 
for admission or admit any audience specifically for the purpose of listening to the music. All 
customers must be seated and drinking or eating, and the music must be kept at a level low enough 
for customers and staff to converse easily without raised voices.)



All live music must be undertaken in adherence with the Government’s guidance on   Restaurants,   
pubs, bars and takeaway services.

20th April 2021: Sheila swam. We went to Woodbridge and had a wander before Bill 
swam. Sheila came home on the bus. Bill picked up a couple of books. Listened to Cohen 
BK's latest CD. Some pretty amazing playing and songs selected and approached in 
distinctive style. There is sometimes a point at which, 'because I can' is not an answer, but 
the energy of youth enjoys a voice of its own. Some excellent 're-workings' of familiar 
songs.  The football 'superleague' is dominating the news and allowing opportunist populist
politics to venture forth once again! This time not promoting the interests of the 
billionaires!, (there go the 'red wall' seats again).

19th April 2021: Bill to dental hygienist, (first time), comes with Denplan which he still 
resents being coerced into purchasing, (probable model for NHS private insurance?). 
Finished reading 'The October Man' by Ben Aaronovitch. Spent an exhausting period in 
the garden, knocked out by hay fever. Blaxhall session having a concentrated weekend in 
June. Sheila had a (very) long walk this morning, looked at a bungalow in a favoured 
location! We re-arranged 'Orphan Child on slide guitar, with Sheila singing.

18th April 2021: We gave the newly opened car boot sales a miss, do we need more 
clutter! Sheila to lunch in the garden with Linda and Ros, friends and former colleagues. 
Bill recorded a couple of tunes and posted a couple of sketches on FB. Hay Fever bad so 
came in from garden. Gone to Earth Festival sent message to ESMM but seems elusive, 
MikeG missed it. Looking for a 'second' morris side to dance for free entrance etc. 
Probably not our thing. Copied to Mike. Bill finished reading 'The Psychopath Test' by Jon 
Ronson. Pop science but interesting how the labels for diagnoses were developed.

17th April 2021: Sheila swam. Slow day, garden etc. Remembered to watch funeral of 
Duke of Edinburgh's funeral, probably a better showing than the pantomime which would 
have ensued without covid restrictions. A few masonic references slipped in for good 
measure. Good choices of music. Dream diary: for some reason focused on need for 
'planet awareness and whether trans national cross party priority can be engendered for 
the planet's survival being the first consideration whenever a decision for action needs to 
be made. Not a new 'party', just a new way of doing business. Still a sense of living 
through the 'end of days', and that children and grandchildren may struggle to work a way 
through.(We will be dust). Bill found another tune to work on, Sheila went to Leah and 
Jorja's for scones and jam.

16th April 2021: Sheila jab2 and Waitrose then to Woodbridge , Bill swam (again) and 
Sheila walked along the rive then stocked up on nuts. Garden in the afternoon. Bill added 
four tunes to the 'to do' list.' Tuesday Tunesday' on FB is excellent. A tune of the week 
exercise with some very good players on board. YT stats for last month, 47 new 
subscribers and 4.7K views, probably a few seconds each! Followed a 'Bearman' link to 'A 
Life in Six Strings' interview with Martin Simpson which was completely un-engaging and 
more about the interviewer and her life than Martin and his playing. She was patronising, 

https://musiciansunion.info/2QJ-7BNOP-IKKY8O-4EMYR0-1/c.aspx
https://musiciansunion.info/2QJ-7BNOP-IKKY8O-4EMYR0-1/c.aspx


he was patient! Sheila sorting her photo collection. Car Boot sales are starting up, Trinity 
Park on Saturdays, Friday Street and Stonham on Sundays, Needham from 3rd July. Will 
we go?

15th April 2021: Sheila out visiting and working. She gave slow tunes a miss. Bill bought 
Rob Harbron's tunebook, played a few tunes. Dropped in on the Steamboat session for 
an hour. Folk at the Boat is hoped to go ahead later in the year, but subject to discussion 
with the landlord.

14th April 2021:Happy Birthday Paddy: Sheila working. Bill went swimming, wearying, 
he usually has a couple of days between dips but trying to recover from damage to fitness 
caused by lock-down, and as usual overdoing it! Just finished reading 'The Burning 
Chambers' by Kate Mosse, another excellent yarn from the midi. Currently envious of 
friends who have made their lives in places more interesting and climatically hospitable. 
Still Europeans, (as are we at heart) and rather resenting the loss of freedoms and rights 
which we were looking to enjoy over the next few years. Hey ho! David Delarre has 
started a 'Patreon' page, it was always just a matter of time. Having said which he 
continues to have a community following his newsletter and FB tutorials/posts and is 
pleased with that. Inertia Reel singaround , we played 'Joan the Leather Queen', 'Pig Ankle
Rag', 'Staines Morris' and 'Sunny Side of Life'. Mick Reeve is attracting strong support for 
his sponsored cycle to support asthma charities, give it a look. Martin Taylor selling a 
1929 Martin oo at Bonhams, estimate Ł 60,000-80,000. He received it as a gift! Bill 
knoodling on mandolin on a Gilles Chabenet tune which has pierced his ear. Not the one 
which Anahata has recently rescued from its standard notated form but another gem.

13th April 2021: Sheila work meeting, gardening.Bill knoodling through his slide guitar 
folder. We managed a brief 'together' music session this evening. Graham W  visited Bill's 
dream landscape, moving to Wales although long passed! Maybe a hint to put on parts 
and move along, or not! Bill notified ESMM that he would wait on May 17th rules and his 
second jab, rather than rush into action next week!

12th April 2021: Bill enjoyed a swim. Crowded, and fairly tiring first time out in a year. 
Spent a couple of hours sorting slide guitar songs and playing the dobro.Sheila is suffering
with a painful wrist but remaining determinedly active! Watercolours. Bill gave ESMM 
Zoom meeting a miss. The outcome is a resumption of outdoor practices for 6 or less 
(including musician).

11th April 2021: Happy Birthday Jasmine. Sheila still cleaning her van Bill listening to 
‘The Wailin’Jennys’. ‘Monroe’s Revenge’ have posted an unreleased album to YT, ‘Lost in
the Woods’. Good to scratch the bluegrass itch, it’s been a while. Apparently the BBC has 
been inundated with complaints about its management of the last couple of days 
scheduling. Not just us then! Jasmine had a staggered party in the garden. Our slot was 
2pm and Rowan came down and met his niece for the first time. In good spirits. Swimming
opens tomorrow, keeping an eye on how crowded the sessions are and will 
decide tomorrow.



10th April 2021: Bill trying out Aljazeera for broader and possibly fairer news coverage 
than the BBC or other domestic channels are presently offering.  When we travel we use 
BBC World News which is not available in the UK. Some excellent programmes, and again
a broader view. Sheila 'demoulding' the roof of our camper van which is due a spruce up 
in a couple of months, (there is a long queue it seems). Bill listened to another JPCormier 
instalment, mainly about Stan Rogers who died in 1983. (Apparently although a brilliant 
songwriter, not a particularly nice person.) Bill knoodling on tunes. Had a whittle at the 
bridge on the Johnson OO as the bass strings seemed a bit damp, helped but that may be 
the way it is built. Still a bargain, and elicits compliments for tone. Norwich slow tunes 
invite is in, as is the next Steamboat session. Sheila will do one and Bill the other. Oliver 
Schroer on the playlist for today, recommended by JP. (Dream diaries: Bill dreamed about 
playing the 12 string on a Folk Festival radio show,confusing as it is cupboard bound and 
has been for months. Sheila dreamed of having misplaced Bill at a 1980's Festival, a 
decade before we met, but adamant it was Bill!) 

9th April 2021: Rhiannon Giddens new recording excellent. ‘Oh Death’ prescient of news
that Prince Philip has died. Wall to wall media coverage hard to avoid. Sheila for a walk 
with Leah and Jorga. 

8th April 2021: Anneliese Dodds  interviewed on women's hour. Her background (PPE at
Oxford) should have been a sound preparation for a political career. Interviews badly and 
seems to have little grasp of her brief or of what "Labour" presently stands for. An apologist
for the disingenuity of the ruling party! Perhaps a better fit for her. We went for a walk at 
Needham Lakes. Bill found some sheet music online which had previously eluded his 
searches. Now to transcribe and transpose.

7th April 2021: Sheila received online purchases of large plant pots and orthotic insoles. 
Bill received balance of Jasmine's Birthday present. He recorded and posted "Canyon 
Moonrise" as another 'C' tune to melnet. We had a brief Bill/Sheila practise ready for this 
evening's round the room with Inertia Reel. Westminster Morris Men have posted that 
the City Council has imposed 'street entertainment' regulations requiring that performers 
including dance sides obtain a licence and be confined to designated spots.  Responses 
include Birmingham and Reading which apparently have similar provision. Doubtless the 
'Police Crime and Sentencing Bill' (if/when enacted) will facilitate all manner of complaints 
about behaviour causing nuisance, which will thereby have been criminalised, and which 
may be applied to street entertainment as well as peaceful protest! Oxblood Molly are 
advertising for new members and promising two 'practices' in April and a 'gig' on the 1st 
May, alongside a picture of more than six people in performance, and seemingly outwith 
the legal framework, and national advice on the 'morris federation' website. East Suffolk 
MM are discussing their rout to dancing again when we (zoom) meet on Monday. Sad 
news that Dave Markwell's wife Lyn has died. 

6th April 2021: Sheila completed her 'batbox'. Bill working on a tune which is making his 
head hurt! Also tidied out some folders unearthing the tunes behind the tunes! Christian 



Mossy has asked to use some FFW video of Green Ginger in a clog workshop he is 
running online this weekend. Good that people find the archive footage and always happy 
that they share it.

5th April 2021: sorry to hear that Jan Ayres has died. Jan ran Waltham Forest Folk 
Club and was associated with Loughton Folk Club. We met her at Broadstairs Folk 
Week many years ago, and her daughter is a friend of Laurel's. Bill listening to Robin 
Bullock play Bach on guitar and mandolin, also Anna Tam playing Cello and Nyckelharpa
as 'Folk on the Boat', a series of tune videos around life on a narrow boat. The weather 
has turned, the Easter snow arrived this morning but passed over fairly quickly. Stefano 
Hatfield writing in the i has also given up on the independence and integrity of the BBC. 
Sheila working on her pullover of many colours.

4th April 2021: Happy Easter all: Bill received positive feedback from yesterdays guitar 
sketches, thank you. Best wishes to Tim Edey who is in hospital undergoing tests so 
missed his Saturday shout out. Leah and Jorja coming to lunch, a late decision as it was 
very cold but the sun has come out. Sheila in manic cooking mode!  Bill has posted to his 
'Life ,the Universe etc an analysis that the fourteen features of a fascist state are now 
present in the UK by reference to an article written in 2003, cheerful, as was an article in 
yesterdays paper about climate change describing effects which are irreversible and will 
have effect in 2050, which many people alive now will see. Also cheerful, we seem to be 
living through the early parts of a 'disaster movie' in which portents are present and the 
'good guys' ignored. Bill posted a slow air to FB, Easter Snow, MAx returned Bill's guitars 
having collected his own, is hanging onto a mandolin. Good idea,.Happy Easter.

3rd April 2021: Chilly day. Sheila visited friends and Leah and Jorja popped round. Bill 
posted four 'C' tunes to Melnet Theme of the Month and a couple of guitar sketches to FB.
simply a way of reaching out....Been listening to Robbie Basho and Laura Nyro ,  

2nd April 2021: Friday good: Sheila knitting and baking, Bill knoodling. Posted a couple 
more FB sketches. Hey ho!

1st April 2021: 7th anniversary of Ro R's death. That was the trigger for Bill giving notice 
to retire, so personal significance and also thinking of Louise. Tune of the Month is 
Schottische Landes which is already posted on FB so now shared to melnet. Theme is 'C' 
tunes, Bill posted a couple of C hornpipes, and also a couple of Scandi sketches on 
concertina. Sheila building a batbox, knitting a jumper and prepping and participating in 
Norwich slow tunes. Last warm day before Easter.

31st March 2021: we went for a promenade at Felixstowe, (dip area), bumped into Mick 
and Sue R who were on the return leg. Also Richard C and Maggie. Richard looking 
forward to playing music again having had a garden session with Briony and Jed S. (He 
seems now to  be a regular Shadow in the Shade). Hay Fever affecting Bill very badly, 
(took to bed for a couple of hours), so unpractised for tonight's zoom singaround. We 
managed, (Red Clay Halo, Sheila sang a song from Hair, Miss the Mississippi, Glendale 
Train). Good fun. The tune of the month is a third time of asking winner. Bill had given up 



and posted on FB last month so simply reposted to YT, which now checks for copyright etc
on upload. Interesting.

30th March 2021: we went to Woodbridge, (as is now allowed), for a walk along the river. 
Bumped into, (socially distanced), Mike Meierstein who is looking forward to getting out 
and playing music with people again. Mike is a member of Waxies Dargle who are 
rehearsing online, but who are (again) without a banjo player, having lost Ian T, (fur and 
feathers), and more recently Bernie H.  Previously the band has advertised for 
replacement members. Bill enjoyed the documentary about Shane McGowan but won't 
be applying (even if he had a banjo!).  (Pogues tribute band)

29th March 2021:Bill received a lovely thank you mail from Denise and Alan at 
Wivenhoe FC for providing video of Joan Gifford for the virtual club night celebrating her 
life. The sun shone, Bill managed a short (exhausting) cycle ride, some mandolin tunes. 
Sheila enjoying a warm gardening session, (and a long walk etc). 

28th March 2021: Spring forward an hour: Lazy Sunday. Bill downloaded Fay Hield's 
phd and some of her academic articles about folk music/clubs and sessions. A mix of 
musicology, sociology and social history based on academic research and personal 
experience. Mixed response on first sight, academic study making observation and 
drafting obvious statements by way of conclusion for interested non participants, (carefully 
avoiding the term 'outsiders', given that degrees of inclusion and obstacles thereto are at 
the core of the research). Sheila had a couple of walks, her usual early excursion and later
with Leah. Bill had a 'round the instruments' workout on some newer tunes and songs. 
Good to see folk duo Ninebarrow featured on Countryfile with their project to plant 1000 
trees. We hosted the lads when they played at Everyman Folk Club a couple of years 
ago. One had been a teacher at the school where Sheila's grandchildren were pupils.

27th March 2021: Farewell Bard Graham Tilt, (you can check out but can never leave). 
Graham was an active Bard of the Heath before Bill joined and through to about 2015. 
John Goodluck posted news of his passing on FB and that is now shared to the BotH FB
page with lots of positive response. It is unclear whether the Bards are no more or simply 
in hibernation. The music is unique and great fun to be a part of given the opportunity, 
(which may arise as the year progresses). In previous years the passage into Spring and 
Summer have inspired John and Jo to write new songs, perhaps a call will come, and 
maybe the prospect of some bookings, (daytime preferred). We watched Fay Hield 
interviewed on Downend Folk Club FB page. Very interesting on a number of fronts. Not 
least the Faeries and Selkies, and her multifaceted career.

26th March 2021:Sheila zoom meeting. Book about preparing for retirement arrived. Bill 
played mandolin most of the afternoon.

25th March 2021: We had a walk around Holywells Park, (Bill survived rather better than 
last time!) Posted some pictures of the graden to FB, (crediting Sheila). Couch to fitness 
Week 2 Day 1, (phew). Bill spent the afternoon playing slide guitar, (repertoire expanding). 
Sense of purpose diminishing!



24th March 2021: Sheila working. Has decided to continue a year (or so) before (pre) 
retirement. Broadband very slow, cuts out, BT deny all knowledge! Quote for 
today:"Drinking at the bar is part of the British culture" Amanda Lilliton, The Jolly 
Cricketers, Seers Green. One can only hope a very small non integral part, but no less 
fundamental to the Farage/Johnson offer. Bill tried a few sea songs.Picked up a few books
from the Rushmere Road Charity Box. Will drop some off there next time. Inertia Reel 
Zoom session: very enjoyable, Sheila gave a miss, Bill sang 'Lord Franklin', 'Barrack 
Street', Admiral Benbow ', Rolling down to 'Old Maui'.

23rd March 2021: Lockdown # 1 + a year. Hay fever kicking in, another tablet to add to 
each day's tally! 'Private Eye', 'Old Time News' and 'The Musician' in the magazine rack. 
Bill reading a biography of Raymond Chandler, a Dulwich College classicist who re-
invented himself.

22nd March 2021: Sheila dentist. 'Couch to Fitness' week 1 Day 3, exhausting. 
Bill practiced a couple of sea songs and finished reading ‘Lies Sleeping’ by Ben 
Aaronovitch. Waiting to restock bedside pile when charity shops reopen.

21st March 2021: Census day: no Messiahs here!  Bill watched SHane McGowan 
biograpgy. Interesting. Other than that a quiet day, neither in best spirits.

20th March 2021: Spring Equinox (9.37). Sheila at an all day zoom conference.

19th March 2021: new tunesets from the 'Beech Band', including lots of Ł" hornpipes 
which are something of a headache to decipher, and a fair bit of Michael Raven who we 
guess is involved. Bill visited Tesco, stressful as ever,(paracetamol etc required upon 
return!) Sheila Yoga.

18th March 2021: Couch to Fitness Week 1 Day 2. Phew. 'The Musician' magazine 
arrived. Roger PInfold, a prosecutor with whom Bill worked died on 13th, peacefully in 
sleep.... Birds have found Sheila's new boxes and are scouting for accommodation 
therein. Sheila practising and participated in Norwich slow Tunes. Bill posted 'Eleanor of 
Usan' by Phil Cunningham on CG Anglo to FB. (Tune is in F modal). Bill dropped into 
the Steamboat online singaround, good to see everybody, something of a curate's egg but
ever twas. Mortimers Morris near Nottingham are seeking a melodeon player. North West
Morris to French tunes. A cracking side. (Almost worth moving house!)

17th March 2021: St Patrick's Day and associated 'memes'. An enjoyable 'Irish' night 
with Inertia Reel. Our contributions, The Island by Paul Brady, Moondance, Marino Waltz 
by John Sheahan and Planxty Irwin. Next week 'sea songs'. David T brought a couple of 
cracking tunes to the table which  are now on the 'to do' list. 'Private Eye' arrived.Sheila 
working all day but has registered for a three year 'pre retirement' period.

16th March 2021: Bill discovered Tunesday Tuesday on FB,including some familiar 
friendly faces both locally and online. Applied to join(accepted) , 



Teatree Waltz now work in progress. So many talented musicians who have always been 
there but have become visible over the past year. Accepted and invite to Jasmine's 
second birthday party which sounds to be a socially distanced and staggered event. 
Congrats to Billy Strings for his Grammy award. Notice that Beyonce has overtaken 
Alison Krauss with 28! Bill listened to John Sheahan's CD, excellent. WE exercised Day 
1 Week 1' Couch to Fitness',  the warm up was exhausting let alone the remainder. Three 
times weekly for nine weeks, we'll see! Phil L has posted a guitar piece to FB, very nice. It 
is always interesting to see other people choose and play a tune. We had a practice for 
tomorrow's Irish night zoom session.

15th March 2021: not so long ago observed that we already live in a dystopian future. 
Confirmed today as the neofascists legislate to stifle dissent  even at the level of noise and
inconvenience. A couple of interesting 'Guardian' columns about that and how England is 
now a Conservative nation for the forseeable future! About cultural shift rather than the 
simple lack of any kind of push-back! Bill labeled his tune folders which seem to be 
growing like topsy! Suffering a very low level of fitness, (self induced). Sheila walks five 
miles before breakfast, then wonders why she is tired! Leah popped round for a 'garden' 
meet up with mum. East Suffolk Morris on Zoom, Bill gave this a miss, hopefully if any 
business was transacted that will be sent to all.

13th/14th March 2021: Lots of tunes, guitar/mando/anglo. Mothering Sunday same. (Pete
C very exercised that it is not 'Mother's Day' and promoting his shop web site.)

12th March 2021: Bill exploring John Sheahan tunes, as Irish week has been brought 
forward , (next Wednesday is St Patrick's Day). Sheila exploring song options.  Rowan 
has posted some of the 'studio' work, and says he is making some pieces of his own for 
National competition.(Also has a new girlfriend, he didn't mention it but she tagged him !)

11th March 2021: Bill unearthed his resonator guitar and slide and ran through some of 
the Sh3♂ed repertoire.

10th March 2021: rained all day. Sheila working, the project card has been delivered to 
acclaim. Bill sourced a couple of tunes. Focussed on Mandolin and Concertina today. 
Singaround this evening was excellent. We each had an allocated decade between 1920's
and 1990's to work from. Very enjoyable. Normal evening next week with Irish Night on St 
Patrick's Day. Shout out from Bill for Lisa Jarvest  videos (FB and YT) and also Will Allen
(FB) , each fairly prolific but fantastic musicians. The tunes are always interesting and 
uncover a rabbit hole to explore almost every time.  Noticed that the band 'All Blacked Up' 
has changed its name, very wise. The Morris Ring adopted a policy on skin tone make up
at the Annual Ring Meeting last week, with one vote against. Disappointing not to be 
unanimous but...... Alan Day has posted three concertina videos shared to the concertina 
FB. Very enjoyable. In a style.

9th March 2021. the last sunny day for a while. Sheila still working on the masterpiece. 
We ran through a few songs for tomorrow's 'singaround challenge'. Bill managed to 
remember how to play most of them, then had another hour or so no the anglo. Bury Folk 



Festival is confirmed for 26th June, a mix of local and national acts. There is an artist 
application page but not sure how genuine that may be given the 'usual suspects' local line
up. Anyway, Sh3♂ed had their last practice a year ago, almost to the day, it will be good to
play together again sometime soon. Des and Glen are fantastic fun to work with, and 
excellent musicians to boot!. Still the local music scene is likely to mirror a rugby scrum 
when activity is permitted again, although some people may have been better off working 
online with a tipjar......some of that may continue?

8th March 2021: Happy Birthday Mississippi John Hurt RIP. Sheila working on a card 
for Max, a craft masterpiece. Bill played through lots of Anglo tunes. The tunebooks seem 
to have multiplied in lockdown, (shouldn't have left them in proximity!. Bill's new (2nd) bus 
past arrived in the post, a life measured in concessions and exemptions for as long as we 
can keep it going!

7th March 2021: reflecting on making music a year ago and now. At the beginning there 
seemed to be an urgency and altruism about finding ways to share tunes and songs with 
friends, while over the year a 'tipjar' bizness culture has emerged and online music has 
rejoined the commodity marketplace.  Anyway: Bill has recorded a couple of tunes on 
guitar for FB posting, (done), and possible later compilation. We watched a Molly Tuttle 
concert on YT but  gave up as it moved into punk rock covers, very well done  but...... Kay 
and Mike have provisionally booked Henley Community Centre for September to 
December monthly Folk Nights

6th March 2021: Sheila had a zoom meeting, Bill recorded and posted Bass Cove Waltz 
as a "B" Melnet Theme of the Month tune. Watched a Pentangle concert on YT as TV so 
dull, a band whose work remains seminal.

5th March 2021: Tim Edey has a new CD out, sounds fantastic, he is interviewed by 
Bruce McGregor on 'Travelling Folk', fascinating. Down the rabbit hole to Tim's duet 
performances and CD with JP Cormier which are stunning. Quote of the day from Tim: 'I 
have... come to the realisation that playing live is my way forward. I believe music is 
honest this way and the true spirit and soul for the listener is there, rather than some 
massively edited CD where things are tuned, moved, copied and pasted – folk music was 
never meant to be like that’. At any level of accomplishment or career that statement has a
resonance.

4th March 2021: We had thought to watch the Wivenhoe FC tribute to Joan Gifford but 
decided to catch it later when we can skip on! Wivenhoe has some excellent 'floor singers',
but just as with Folk evenings in 'real life' the capacity to move the evening on, available 
without causing offence in a virtual recorded environment, is sometimes a boon. The w.i.p. 
stack is beginning to burgeon, while at the same time some of the tunes explored in the 
first lockdown are enjoying a further visit.

3rd March 2021: RIP Bunny Wailer, Happy Birthday Doc W . Nicola Sturgeon and Rishi 
Sunak are today's double act of public misanthropes. Sheila working. Bill quiet in the 
background and accumulating more tunes for the w.i.p. folder! Boudicca Morris 



apparently have bookings coming in, start practicing in April and are seeking musicians 
who can play twelve simple melodies. Say no more, (other local dance sides may be 
available!) Inertia Reel singaround: Sheila gave a miss, we delivered our challenge artists 
selected songs, and next year the challence is a decade. Sheila has 1960's, Bill has 
1990's. (Bill sang 'Tenessee Waltz', 'You've Got a Friend', 'Courting Blues' and 'Duncan').

2nd March 2021: Happy Birthday JoA/G. Sheila went for a walk with Leah and Jorja. 
Bill recorded and posted "Black Mountain Aire" as a Melnet Theme of the Month, ("B" 
tunes) submission. Lots of takes, with the best imperfect.   Learnt from Emily Smith in 
2010 at Orwell BF. Also shared Schottische LAndes on Melnet FB, the 'also ran' in 
TotM. Holly has sold her boat and moves ashore from Friday with her next steps forward 
in life. We were to have a walk and chat this evening but she is clearing decks, literally! Bill
has also transcribed another "B" tune which fell across his path in the last week, a 
fantastic Erryn Marshall tune. (Space this watch!)

1st March 2021: Rabbits. Sheila working, Bill posted Da Slockit Light by Tom Anderson 
which won this month's Tune of the Month with a last minute dash to the finish,.No 
problem, now what to do with the other tune prepped to go ! Lots of work in progress aside
from that.. FB exchange with Bob Tracy who is recovering from an op on his hand, even in 
recovery he can almost certainly put most fiddlers to shame! Pret a Danser Zoom dance 
coming up with regulars on music, also Wivenhoe FC tribute to Joan Gifford. Bill tried to 
find out-takes from the posts from YT which they are going to use but no luck, finding a 
disc from 2009/10 in the archive can be done, if it is there. These seem not to be. 
Frustrating because it would be nice to showcase something previously unseen. Bill 
signed up for Steamboat March session, having inadvertently missed February. .

27th February 2021: Bill mildly unwell, Sheila made three wren nests from hessian and 
an old pair of jeans. pm walked in Holywells park, Bill breathless to the point where 
strangers expressed concern. Very low bp! No music today.

25/26 February 2021: Time passes. Melnet poll is up. Weather not bad. Letter box broken,
no joy at B&Q, Screwfiix or Elmys DIY, so online the only option, shop local....

24th February 2021: Sheila completing her project which she submitted this afternoon, 
and working. Bill: had his left front canine tooth pulled., spent the afternoon asleep and 
hopefully recovery will be straightforward. A gap will remain until at least October when a 
replacement may be added to his existing plate.

23rd February 2021: Bill watched a Northwich Folk Club session with Matt Quinn . Matt's
traditional singer references are frequently people who were elder statesmen in our early 
folk years, (and presumably his dad's). A multi-instrumentalist, fantastically skilled but the 
content is King. Bill posted a FB sketch of 'Sailing Through the Narrows' which David T 
played at our weekly singaround a few weeks ago and which is a cracking tune by John 
McCusker . Although Bill calls his posts 'sketches', they are effectively complete in the 
sense that to develop them further might, on an anglo, involve adopting the 'English' style 
of playing in which the tune is often buried by as many (hopefully 'in tune') notes as fingers



and their length allow, loud by definition and often slapdash in execution. Irish style saves 
the melody but buries its subtleties in pace and ornament. Bill's 'style' often engages as 
much silent space between notes as movement of air, take it or leave it! We enjoyed a 
walk across the heath in the pleasant weather, Sheila slept before and after, Bill just fell 
over. Lockdown fitness levels are low, low, low. Alan Day has been active in the online 
anglo world of late, and Bill followed one of his posts down a rabbit hole to find a promising
tune collected by Lucy Broadwood and recorded by Ralph Jordan and Irene Bishop on 
duet concertinas. A space to watch.

22nd February 2021: Sheila devoting the day to project Perry! The East Suffolk Morris 
e-mail is dominated by a heated and puerile debate generated by a suggestion that the 
side supports the local walkers/cyclists charter. Deteriorating frontal lobes to the fore! The 
sooner social exchanges are moderated by the niceties of personal contact the better. Bill 
regulates social contact online by focussing on tunes which however poorly sketched 
transmit through their selection how things are going at casaJ. Laurel sent update photos 
of her borrowed garden and forthcoming pet pooch. East Suffolk Morris Zoom meeting: 
about ten of us online and an entertaining exchange of views on sundry subjects, 
occasionally including morris dance. FolkEast is proposing plans, seemingly for this year 
and doubtless other large events will follow.

21st Februiary 2021: A sunny day, quite warm. Sheila has taken to walking after rising, 
(before Bill emerges). Bill spent an enjoyably half hour with Nat Ashley and JAsmine at 
Cherry Tree Park. Sheila spent time on her craft project which has a time limit for 
completion, Bill had a short noodle on the Anglos. ESMM zoom meeting tomorrow, will we 
sign up to the walk/cycle charter. Seems to be exercising minds.

20th February 2021: pleasant weather. Bill posted Avalon Quickstep to Melnet Theme of 
the Month, Sheila working on her project.. We have dry rot in the shed roof... never 
rains ...

19th February 2021: we recovered the camper van from Dick and Dorothy's yard where 
it has been parked up for three weeks during our roof repairs. Both have been vaccinated, 
(first dose), Dick under the weather today, (unrelated), but that aside well.  Bill down an 
internet 'rabbithole' of Swedish dance tunes. Lots of single row melodeon players. Sheila 
trimmed our 'smoke' bush with 'new toy' trimmers, and had a Zoom Yoga session.Bill 
posted three of Charlene Thomson's tunes sketched on Anglo Concertina to FB. The next
trio will probably be mandolin. Another week almost over.

18th February 2021: Scaffolders have removed their ironwork. Bill had first vaccination at
Gainsborough Sports Centre, not as cuddly feely as compliant media suggests, think 
Quatermass/Dr Who.  The process could easily feed into the conspiracy theory models 
promulgated on social media, but then this is a dystopian time with anti vaxxers and 
climate change denyers feeding a science fiction fantasy. Having said which a 'present' life
experience would fit easily into an early C20 B movie scenario! Sheila working on her craft
project. Not feeling up to Norwich Slow Tunes this evening. Broadband speeds at almost 
telephone line speeds, (i.e. very slow). Apparently outages all over the country including 



Ipswich, suspiciously at a time when expensive upgrades to Halo 3 are on offer from BT. 
Whenever the company wants to sell a more expensive option, the existing service is 
(deliberately?) compromised.  Bill has had working and social contact with BT managers 
for years, and has seen decisions made that residential service is on occasion deliberately
reduced to enable contractual bandwidth to be maintained to commercial customers.

17th February 2021: Sheila working. Bill, to dentist. Finally bitten the bullet on TLcanine 
which will be removed next week, and a gap left for a few months, then to be added to 
existing plate. So something of a 'gap year', true 'Owd boy style! As mortality creeps along 
apace there seems little point in building a house to then burn it down shortly thereafter! 
Inertia Reel singaround, Beatles theme went very well, no repeats and most enjoyable. 
We played, 'Here there and Everywhere', 'And I Love Her', 'While My Guitar Gently 
Weeps', and'If I Fell in Love With You'.  Next week back to 'potlatch'.

16th February 2021: Roofers have finished, scaffolding goes tomorrow. Heating repair 
effected, (by cutting pipes away, sluicing and refitting. It either works or it is a new boiler! 
Just bills to pay now. Sheila left a ceramic pan on a hot hob with a plastic spatula in 
contact, (pancake day), ouch! Not happy.We had a Beatles run through, good enough for 
folk!. Snow in Athens and a hot weekend in store in Suffolk. Bill received a second vaccine
invitation letter via GP hub, yesterday's was NHS, or are they both?

15th February 2021: Bill received his vaccination invitation, which is apparently 
unnecessary as anyone over 65 can book a jab using their NHS  number without waiting to
be invited! Booked for Thursday and 6th May. Roofers,are back in action now the weather 
has warmed and the ice is in retreat, (at end of day say one more full day will complete the
job).. Megan W has updated her 'Suffolk Singers' page accessible via Mardles. Familiar 
faces, all known to her for a long while. Strange that the young dogs of the 70's are now 
the 'owd boys whose stories are being collected by a new generation. There is a link to 
'self nominate', but where are Paddy B, John G, and a community of singers and players 
from Suffolk who were also inspirational in their day, a generation along from those 
collected by Katie and John Howson whose work remains a benchmark locally. John G 
has hard copy records for years of Ipswich Folk Club in the Gardeners Arms days, which 
is where Bill went along while still at school in search of Anne Briggs, (the date is there 
and noted elsewhere in this archive), he also played his first public folk club sets in a fug of
tobacco smoke and stale beer. 'Heron' were a house band. (Mike Last was a member 
with whom Bill later played in Last Resort). Three Part Thing were a more direct 
contemporary influence on Bill's playing, a band plugged into an earlier incarnation of 
Ipswich Folk Club at the "Suffolk Punch", when Doris Campbell's house was a musical  
stopover and friendly refuge closeby. Bill Marno's cafe also offered a venue to play and 
hear local youngbloods. Lots of research there, Bill was late on parade for that era of local 
folk, but some will still be around with memories to share. Rambling but worth recording.
Sheila: went for a walk with a friend. Looking forward to tatser session world choir this 
evening, ( although tempted to give a miss for only connect).Bill posted a skeych to FB of 
Adam Garland's tune 'Flying the Nest', has been shared on a couple of times since.



14th February 2021: Happy Valentines Day: Lots of to and fro about who will play which 
Beatles songs on Wednesday! We said we'll take the chaff, chirrup. Had a run through of a
couple of vacant slots. sheila went for a walk. Curry night, (home made). We had a run 
through a few Beatles related songs. Bill spent an hour resolving a microphone 
connection problem after a recent windows update, (has happened before. The 
microphone has to be set at 48kHz to match the app! Probably then won't work with other 
devices used to 44.1. duh. So intended recording didn't happen. More tech fun in store in 
days to come, beware software updates!

13th February 2021:Quote of the day from Chick Corea's FB page: "I want to thank all of 
those along my journey who have helped  keep the music fires burning bright. It is my 
hope that those who have an inkling to play, write, perform or otherwise, do so. If not for 
yourself then for the rest of us.It's not only that the world needs more artists, it's also just a 
lot of fun." Well said .Sheila had a zoom seminar this morning. She also has a craft project
under way with an eye to Grayson Perry's second series!

12th February 2021: Sheila working on 'Margaret's Waltz', and had Yoga session. Bill 
thinking about a third submission for 'theme of the month' melnet. Chick Corea has died. 
First encountered in Bill's teens with classic albums, (when albums mattered), and an 
inspiration to 'Swan', an excellent local band fronted by Nigel Virley on keyboard who 
continues to play Jazz locally, and was a friend from primary school, and then in 
subsequent guises. The band used to practice at John H's house. John was a friend and 
neighbour whose dad was Bill's dad's boss! Got there, posted 'Andy Ross Two Step' to 
Theme of the Month. So far so good.

11th February 2021: heating engineer, either the boiler needs a new (obsolete and 
expensive) heat exchanger, (or replacing), or hopefully there is a simple blockage in the 
pipework causing it to overheat! Update when further engineer has explored the system. 
Slow day. Looking at Beatles tunes for next week. Mandolin main practice today. Finished 
bingeing 'The Serpent'.

10th February 2021: Sheila working. Bill managed to slither along to the shops. Finished 
reading 'Killing State' by Judith O'Reilly. Excellent 'future shock' novel, seemed fairly 
current! Inertia Reel singaround, good fun, next week, a Beatles evening.

9th February 2021: yesterday was slow. Bill picked up a new Charlene Thomson tune 
from Mick's shared files.  Managed to record a couple of others. Gave the online Morris 
Zoom meeting a miss.  Very few people turned out last time and the mojo was missing. 
Fieldfares/redwings in abundance on the silver birches over the last few days. Sheila 
dresses as the "michelin" man and crosses the heath a couple of times a day, but is 
finding it hard to maintain motivation on the fiddle. We are binge watching "The Serpent" at
the moment. 

7th February 2021: Snow! Slow day. Sheila went for a walk in a blizzard, Nat Ash and 
Jasmine went sledging. Nice to hear from John H, U3A. May be interested in starting a 
zoom folk session. Bill started on Charlene Thomson project!



6th February 2021: a wet day, Sheila anomic, read grumpy. Bill worked on some 
Charlene THomson tunes, there is a compilation in there somewhere, and tidied his music 
folders. Mainly Anglo this afternoon. Anahata has uploaded" Archie's Fancy " by Billy 
Pigg. A great tune wonderfully played, but a video in two parts with a subliminal splice at 
1:51. Oddly re-assuring!

5th February 2021: Roof coming along but left weather-tight pending snow? this 
weekend.  One neighbour has been in the attic and recovered his snowshoes! Phil W 
would like to work on 'Winterbourne Jig' which after a lay-off makes more sense than it did 
when Bill tried it previously, and 'Elizabethan Tangoman' is coming along nicely. Sheila 
finished and delivered her patterned mittens with a double hand design for Leah and 
Jorja. Also with Joe Wicks, Skipping and Yoga today puts Bill's fitness levels to shame!

4th February 2021:It is Thursday, again. Roof coming on well. Black dust through cracks 
in the ceiling! Bill explored new tunes, found The Beech Band FB and tunefiles, an 
excellent resource, and hunted down some Charlene Thomson tunes and tried a couple, 
also LAra's theme is almost up to snuff on the guitar.. Posted "Arkansas Traveller" to 
Theme of the Month. Received a lovely postcard from Laurel in sunny Broadstairs! 
Sheila had a work session and this evening enjoyed Norwich Slow Tunes with 
reservations.

3rd February 2021: Sheila working, (her main day). Roofers also working. Hopefully the 
house will withstand the assault which sounds significant from within! Bill's latest 
discovery, Tristan Seume, a fantastic guitarist who has worked with Jackie Oates for 
years but who is a fingerstyle master and patron of Fylde . Inertia Reel singaround on 
Zoom, enjoyable and fun to catch up. Some interesting choices. we played 'Beggar Girl', 
'Water is Wide' and 'Paper Wings'. By the time we get the hang of communicating through 
screens this will be over and the need will have passed, probably at least six months yet!

2nd February 2021: Sheila had a work (zoom) meeting. Bill recorded and posted 'Ani's 
Waltz' to Melnet Theme of the Month, (culled from Mick R's tunefiles.). Weather improved 
so we went for a short walk. Bill finished Lou Reed biog, now back with the 'Rivers of 
London' series.

1st February 2021: Melnet TotM videos well received in good humour. (The reason Bill 
likes to post early if not first is to avoid a personal sense of being influenced by other 
contributions. A similar principle applies to sitting at the front in folk clubs (wot they?),  and 
other events, the response of others can be distracting if settled among a melee of 
disparate personalities.(Besides being acoustically more true in an unplugged 
environment.) The Theme of the Month is tunes beginning with 'A'. Mick R's update to his
shared tune-file dropped into the inbox containing one such tune by Charlene Thomson 
which is wonderful! Serendipity, even if composed for an 'American' 'English' Country 
Dance. (Colin Hume was not amused!) Bill also posted links to Joan Gifford at Big 
Music Night in 2009 and Henley Folk Night in 2011 to his FB page. There may be a 
couple of unpublished songs from those sets in the archive! Bill checked the comments on 



his YT channel only to find that Mick Peat has also died, the Ripley Wayfarers video from
1987 Felixstowe Folk Weekend is now also posted to FB. Stay safe!.Back in the non 
musical world, work on the roof has begun, but may not continue apace in face of yellow 
weather warnings, the scaffolding has been tweaked in preparation. A rook has returned to
our garden, (bad news for the magpies who usually rule in the same roost).

31st January 2021:Sad to hear of Joan Gifford's death on 19th January from Covid '19. 
Always a supportive and delightful musical friend, see Wivenhoe FC FB for more detail. 
Joan was 92  but with the spirit and energy of one less than half her age, and a great 
sense of humour. Sheila is suffering post vaccine fatigue. Paracetamol seems to be 
helping. Bill has prepared videos for the probable Melnet front runner for February. The 
few days around Tune and Theme of the month are the only times melodeons leave the 
cupboard. The remainder of the month being shared between concertina, guitar and 
mandolin. Certainly the days when the ceilidh band and morris were active kept the 
playing in trim,now suffering from lockdown neglect. Sheila spent an hour this afternoon on
the  RSPB annual birdwatch. Bill is knoodling on a Lou Reed song. Happy Birthday 
Andrew C. Melnet videos recorded, posted and scheduled for tomorrow.

30th January 2021: Cold and rainy day. Sheila had the second part of her online seminar 
this morning. Bill starting to think about Melnet TotM. Nine hits on the YT upload which is 
not yet shared on Concertina FB pages, so unprompted interest.

29th January 2020: Sheila had an online seminar in the morning followed by an optician's
appointment. Bill topped up on groceries at Tescos, quite a stressful impact but hopefully 
no harm done. Bill recorded 'The Duchess of Devonshire's Reel' and posted to FB. (Sue E 
responded and we had a catch up). Also compiled a quartet of recent FB posts and 
uploaded to YT. Sheila had her first vaccination at Trinity Park.

28th January 2021: Leah dropped an injured blackbird round, (why?), it didn’t survive. 
Bill started reading a 2015 biography of Lou Reed. He first heard Velvet Underground 
aged 15, at Sidegate Lane Youth Club, where ‘Mac’,who had been Second in Bill’s patrol 
at scouts, (Seagulls), had import copies of the three primary albums. Followed through at 
college with fellow enthusiast Jon D, and played some of the songs. Also saw Lou live at 
Leicester Uni, a memorable show, (Bob Quine on guitar), three hours with a further hour 
as encore. Thread drift!  Bill recorded and posted three Anglo sketches to FB. Just about 
managed to focus. 

27th January 2021: The scaffolding is up and we can squeeze our cars into the space left
pro tem pending the arrival of roofers on Tuesday. Sheila works most of Wednesday and 
had to survive a noisy day. George Sansome posted the Captain Bullhead Ceilidh Band
playing a couple of Shetland tunes, a standard set beautifully played. Bill's friend Richard 
in Nijar, Spain, is enjoying 37 degree sunshine!  Inertia Reel singaround. Sam G joined us
for a while. Bill sang ‘maid and Palmer’, San Francisco Bay blues’, and ‘the ploughman’, 
dropped out before fourth round. The Stanford guitar needs a fret dress even though a 
fairly recent addition to the fleet, a first call instrument.



26th January 2021: Mary Moore has died, Mary was a stalwart of the U3A Folk 
Music Group and contributed wonderful monologues and songs. She stopped coming 
along about a year ago.  The scaffolders are coming tomorrow so we moved the van to 
Dick and Dorothy's, and had a socially distanced catch up on the drive. Bill had a blood 
test at the Landseer Rd site, very efficient except his veins were non compliant until a 
smaller needle was used.

25th January 2021: Robert Burns birthday: Burns Suppers were a highlight of the year 
for the barn dance band, (see 'Instep' FB page for video, on one occasion the bagpipes 
blew the microphone in Bill's 'box brownie'. Sheila working. Bill started the next book in 
Ben Aaronavitch's 'Rivers of London' series, pure escapism. Played tunes for most of the 
afternoon. Holly popped round for a walk. Natalie sent a video of Jasmine.

24th January 2021: a hard frost at the start of a new week. Bill finished reading Pete 
Townshend’s autobiography. Reg Meuross’s wife Jackie makes a cameo appearance. Reg
has been supportive of Holly’s songwriting. Small world syndrome. Sheila went for a walk 
with Leah and Jordan. Bill played tunes but lacks the focus to video at the moment. Joe 
Wicks for seniors.

23rd January 2021: Happy Birthday Laurel: the tree surgeons have tidied up the silver 
birches, trimmed a neighbours overhanging Leylandii, and removed a cancerous plum 
tree. The Hedgehog hotel is complete. Sheila having a catch up walk with Max. Bill 
opened a fresh g/d conc tune folder.

22nd January 2021: Bill posted a couple of yesterday's sketches, and had a rummage 
online for some fresh music to play. Sheila found her hearing aid and a knitting needle 
which has been temporarily mislaid, (separately).

21st January 2021: Sunny/frosty. Boiler playing up again. Bill scarified the lawn, (again), 
and looked at the video output from last evening, possibly ok for FB. Sheila Yoga session, 
also weatherproofing bird boxes and completing a posh 'hedgehog hotel' made from a 
wine box. (The previous one has fallen to bits). Noticed Simon Haines new webpage 
devoted to songwriters who he admires. Link through Val's FB. 

20th January 2021: Bill responded to Andy M query about bass pattern for Old 
Lancashire Hornpipe, (referred him to a Gavin Atkin tutorial). Sheila working and delivering
musical rescue pack to Max . Bill played some tunes this afternoon, experimenting with a 
table music stand which may improve posture and relieve shoulder ache. Inertia Reel 
Zoom meeting with Scottish theme, very enjoyable. Private Eye arrived, (Bill still reading 
the previous issue). Sheila enjoyed the Norfolk slow tunes Zoom session, Bill knoodled 
with the pocket Brownie running so maybe something there when the developing fluid 
dries.

19th January 2021: Richard Partridge has shared a video of ‘Monroe’s  Revenge’ 
playing at Orwell Bluegrass Festival which he found on Bill’s YT. Bill is reading Pete 
Townshend’s autobiography. Interesting for having an English background and common 



points of reference on the UK music ‘scene’ as well as American musical adventures 
intersecting with Bill’s interest in the West Coast movement. Pete has his quirks and 
pecadilloes but is self ware enough to recognise and reference these. (Years of therapy!) 
Sheila’s grandson Max is missing the guitar etc which he left behind at college so is 
borrowing a rescue pack from Bill. 

18th January 2021:  Sheila suggested and we enjoyed a violin duet session, (first ever), 
not bad. Bill's firewood fiddle and Sheila's racing model! The roofers are pencilled in for 
the first week in February. Holly popped round for an exercise walk around the block and 
a chat. Bill played some old time tunes on Anglo and Mandolin this afternoon, and a couple
of Steve Earle songs on guitar. East Suffolk Morris Zoom meeting tonight. Laurel is 
apparently introducing a dachshund to her 'no pets' flat! Hmmn. Usual Solitaire, Sudolko, 
Wordsearch, and Joe Wicks Oldies session as building blocks for 'Blue Monday'

17th January 2021: Sunny morning. Bill throwing socks at Dominic Raab being 
disingenuous on the television. Hardly worth a brick unless in person. Our chimney is 
wicking water into the house, has been slated for repair since February 2020 and when 
chased up in October the contractor said not in touch in case didn't want it done, duh! 
Fingers crossed can now fit us in.(Rather than go to the end of someone else's list). Joe 
Wicks, Sheila went for a walk. Tony Shevlin has composed a lockdown song. Very folkie 
in comparison with his usual style. Taz Tarry  has been in touch asking to use a YT video 
of Redbornstoke Morris in their archive, (with credit and a link), needless to say it is a 
delight when posts find a friend for whatever reason. I noticed that Taz has played at 
Blaxhall ship in the past. Bill posted a FB sketch of 'Charlie' by Sylvain Piron. Sylvain was
interviewed by Gary Chapin and was uncomfortable being described as a teacher, in 
context that "I do not feel like a........ teacher. I just give advice to beginners and take 
action to encourage them, but I miss two major qualities for a teacher: pedagogy and 
technicality. My .....technique is not to be imitated because I have a lot of bad habits. ...... it
is the sound which interests me, not the way you produce it. Nevertheless, I like to gather 
people for playing together and share that music. " Bill identifies with that quote, 
regardless the instrument. The full interview in three parts is interesting in other ways but 
that sentence leapt out.

16th January 2021: Snowday! Sheila has a zoom conference. Jasmine enjoying snow in
the garden. Bill guitar, Anglo, mandolin. We finished binge watching ‘Spiral’ series 8, seven
to go!

15th January 2021: Oldies fitness with Joe Wicks: Bill received his introduction pack 
from the International Concertina Association. Comic, stickers and membership card. 
Noticed that Alan Day has recently re-joined. Sheila reading dense tracts in time for a 
zoom conference tomorrow. We managed a few tunes. Bill's prescription review has a 
blood test outcome so a visit to a health centre in prospect. Sheila sending seeds (by 
request) to Shirley H and Margarette B , still working on gloves for Leah.

14th January 2021: We had an appraisal and estimate on our silver birches which were 
butchered a couple of years ago. Agreed quote and they are coming next week. News of 



more deaths one step removed. Holly had her first 'jab' today, (ahead of we oldies, 
occupational). FB friend request from Tom Hardy, Tom and Emma in the vanguard of the 
Essex folk music community, a fantastic guitarist.

13th January 2021: usual regular activity. Guitar, Mandolin and Anglo pm. Inertia Reel 
Zoom around very enjoyable. (We played Dink's Song, Home is where the Heart is and 
Withered and Died). Sorry to hear that Ian Whalley has died. Active in the early days of 
Ipswich Folk Club, as admin and enthusiast. No view on mixed messages around how 
that period ended, we caught up again later in life as friends. Apparently 18th December 
2020 having contracted Covid in hospital where being treated for unrelated matter.

12th January 2021:  Sheila took Jorja for a walk while Leah had a tooth pulled. Bill 
looked at videos about how to deal with a slow speaking concertina reed and after lunch 
braved the innards, fingers crossed. People who are less cack handed and work on 
instruments every day say it is easy, but. the box was fettled by AC Norman in 2014. A 
small reed so fiddly. At least it came apart and went together again. Braver next time! 
Sunny afternoon.Reviewed Lockdown #1 tunes. We had a singaround in the evening. 
Watched KT Tunstall documentary about Ivor Cutler on Sky Arts.

11th January 2021: Pressure ramped up. Solitaire, Crossword, wordsearch, Sudoku. 
Mandolin and Anglo. Listened to HosepipeBand/Martin Newell interview on Chelmsford 
Community Radio. Sheila knitting gloves for Leah. Snow in Madrid, hope you are ok 
Derek. Spotify 'Discover Weekly' algorithm delivered excellent results, RIRO but copes 
well with our eclectic taste!.

10th January 2021: Sheila walked with Leah. Bill played some Anglo and Mandolin. The 
Lachenal GD has a slow reed, may have to wait a month or two for a visit to repair.

9th January 2021: An unremarkable day, played no music, (otherwise unremarkable). 
Walked across the heath together, cold and crowded, lots of dogs.

7th/8th January 2021: Solitaire, Crossword, wordsearch, Sudoku. Bill tried the new tyre 
out with a short (exhausting) round the block. Sheila enjoyed Norwich Slow Tunes 
session.  a few new tunes in progress, including mandolin.

6th January 2021: Sheila working most of the day but partially stymied by an EE outage. 
Bill's phone seems to have simply died! Bill spent a couple of hours looking for 'tab' online 
only to find it on the shelf at home. Usual story! The library wins. Quote of the day: Sheila 
Hancock (i) "As for the political situation, some of the things that are happening are very 
much like the build up to the Second World War. The mass hysteria, worshipping cartoon 
figures,and putting faith in unworthy people - it's very dangerous."  Echoes the last post of 
2020 here and other similar. Sheila started to clean the camper but it may need more 
attention than a wet mop can provide at the moment. Enjoyable zoom singaround with 
Inertia Reel. (We played Country Boy, hesitation Blues and Crazy Man Michael)



5th January 2021:a.m. we tried a 'silver sneakers' easy workout, (30 mins), Bill retired 
after the warm up, Sheila completed the course but perhaps a 'first' step too far. Sheila had
a work meeting, and we had a joint chiropractic appointment pm. Had a go at a Joe Wicks 
'old folks' ten minute workout which we both managed. We had a sing around, tried out 
'The Island' and a few very early songs. 

4th January 2021: rainy, dark day. Holly popped over for a walk after tea, Bill had a look 
through her 'personal statement' in support of a Social Work MA, (at her request). Bill 
popped to Tesco, almost as emotionally stressful as trips out at the beginning of the 
pandemic. A bit like driving, safety dependent on the sense or folly of strangers. Lockdown 
from Wednesday.

3rd January 2021: watched the PM BS'd his way through an interview with Marr, Bill ran 
out of tomatoes to lob at the screen before realising that they will not now be easily 
replaced out of season, but that having spent days waiting for border checks they will be 
lobbably soft for next time.! Sheila decided to address the flat tyre on Bill’s bicycle and 
brought it in. Seems to be the press valve core, a replacement tube from Halfords came 
with a prepacked puncture, (refunded at a process cost greater than initial outlay). 
Eventually settled for Bill’s usual first option to find a repairer and pay for skills. Sorted. 
Took ten minutes after our initial five hours. Sheila interested in learning 'The Island' by 
Paul Brady.

2nd January 2021: Sheila working on admin, Bill looking at some more 'new' tunes. Had 
a look at Val Woollard's Gurkha March, which is a clever tune. referenced to bagpipes by 
Val's notes, Bill was hearing a brisk highland pipe march, (think 'Black Bear'), but when he 
listened to the Hosepipe Band version it is played as a moody slow march. Also looked at 
some Nigel Chippendale, Brian Peters and Nick BArber tunes. No urgency. This month's 
primary post is up. Another tune on the stocks is Bouchard's Quadrille, but so far failed to 
find the four part version.

1st January 2021: Happy New Year! Happy Birthday Dave Tricker and Paul 
Burrows: Stanley Johnson is applying for French citizenship, 'Stay European' is 
formalising as a subscription organisation, (pending political party?). Some nice feedback 
from Bill's FB post of Mike Garland's tune. The tune also fits this month’s Melnet theme so
recorded on melodeons and posted in that context alongside the tune of the month. Sheila
is stitching the jumper she has knitted for Bill. Very colourful. See Sheila's FB page.


